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: The following corrections- have t~- be made- to the Commission communication to the -
European- Parliament and the _Council on the effe~ts of the entry into force of the 
_ Amsterdam Treaty on_ current legislative procedures (SEC( 1999)5 81 ): 
A. In Annex 1 to this communication (Changes ill legal bases for pending 
_ legislative propo-sals foliowing entry.into force of the Amster4a~ Treaty): 
- -delete point 4 . (" 4: Proposal for a Council - directive amending · 
. ' . . . . . . .. 
directive 90/53'9/CEE on aruma! health conditions governing -intra-Community 
trade in and imports from third countries· of poultry -and hatching eggs") (This 
' ' 
proposal therefore continues to have the legal base on which it was originally 
presented, riamely Article 43 EC, now Article 3TEC). 
B. In Annex 2 to ~his communication (List of Conintissiori proposals pending· at 
1. May 1999), the corrections_ shown in the fol1owing table should be made . 
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Proposals· adopted before 1.5.1999 to be deleted from the list in Annex 2 
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assistance to Albania 
1998/0309/CNS for a Council reg. (EC} amending 111.11.1998 
correcting reg. (EC) nr 2200/96 on 
common organisation of the market in 
and vegetables 
1999/0053/CNS I Proo. for a Council reg. (EC) amending 
1998/0 198/CNS 
(EEC) n• 1442/88 on the granting, 
for the 1988/89 to 1998/99 wine years, of 
lnermanents abandonment premiums in 
1998 
for a Council reg. (EC) establishing 117.2.1998 
special framework of assistance for 
al acp suppliers of bananas 
1997/0153/COD I Prop. for a E.P. and Council dec. 
adopting a programme of community 
action 1999-2003 on pollution - related 
diseases in the context of the framework 
for action in the field of public health 
.1.1999 
Line 
numb 
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141 
l·n 
172 
216 
257 
..r:: 
II 130s.l 
0 COM/1998/344 
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Council dec. regarding a 
procedure for information and 
consultation on crude-oil supply costs 
and the consumer prices of petroleum 
products 
Prop. tor a Council dec. cone. the 
signature by the European community of 
a protocol to the united nations 
framework convention on climate change 
23.2.1998 
1997/0266/SYN I Prop. tor a Council dir. relating to limit 18.10.1997 
values sulphur dioxide, oxides of 
nitrogen, particulate matter and lead in 
ambient air 
Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending 
annex I to Council reg. (EEC) n• 2658/87 
on the tariff and statistical nomenclatures 
and on the common customs tariff 
(drilling platforms) 
Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) 
annex I to Council reg. (EEC) no 
on the tariff and statistical nomenclature 
and on the common customs tariff 
(chapter 27) 
.1999 
Prop. for a Council dec. on the signature 12.6.1998 
by the European community of the 
un/EC:e convention on acces to 
information, public participation and 
acces to justice in environmental matters 
·"·1998 JO ICES: 29.4.1998 
167/1998 JO C 214/1998 
1998 JO p4.1.1999 
360/1998 
Line I Field ICateg I Former legal 
numb ory base 
er 
396 I 2011 1126; 127; 
228.3all 
4651 2211 I228A 
515 I 25111 175; 228 .2phl; 
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528 I 2711 143 
~ 
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300.2all 
I 
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300.3all 
137 
301 
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REFERENCE 
ICOM/1999171 11999/0052/CNS I Prop. for a Council dec. cone. the 118.2.1999 
community position within the 
association Council on the participation 
of Slovenia in community programmes in 
the fields of training, youth and education 
COM/1999/196 Proposal for a COUNCIL REGULATIONI22.4.1999 
(EC) prohibiting the sale and supply of 
petroleum and certain petroleum products 
to the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 
COM/1998/554 1998/0286/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. cone. the 17.10.1998 
conclusion of an agreement in the form o 
an echange of letters between the 
European community and the Republic o 
Slovenia cone. the system of ecopoints to 
be applied to Sloven ian transit traffic 
through Austria as form I janunry 1997 
ICOM/1995/598/1 1995/0298/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. introducing 6.12.1995 
community measures for the control of 
classical swine fever (consolidated 
version) 
I 
~P OPINION! OTHER 
OPINIONS 
I 
110.2.1999 
24.5.1996 JO ICES : 28.2.1996 
C 166/1996 JO C 15311996 
16.6.1998 JO 
c 210/1998 
COUNCIL IEP 2nd 
COMMON READING 
POSITiON 
122.4.1999 
Proposals to be inserted into the list of Annex 2 
Field 
0') 
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73C2; 75; 84,2CE; 
101 ,2EURATOM;95EC 
sc 
57,2derniere phrase; 
73C2; 75; 84,2CE; 
I 0 I ,2EURA TOM;95EC 
sc 
113; 228,2phrase2; 
228,3al2; 235; 54,2 : 
57 ,2derniere phrase: 
73C2; 75; 
84,2;66;99; I OOCE; 
I 0 I ,2EURA TOM;95EC 
300,3ai2CE; 
101,2EURATOM; 
95ECSC 
44,1CE; 47,2; 
71; 80,2; 133; 308; 
300,2phrase2; 
300,3allCE; 
101,2EURATOM; 
95ECSC 
44,1CE; 47,2; 57,2 
71; 80,2; 133; 308; 
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1998/28 1998/0021/CNS 
1998/307/1 I t998/0 185/CNS 
1998/0186/AVC 
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Prop. for a Council and Commission Dec. : 
Conclusion of a Protocol to the Partnership and 
Cooperation agreement between the EC and 
Ukraine 
. for a Council and Commission dec.: 
isional application of the Protocol to the 
tA!!reement on Partnership and Cooperation 
the EC and Ukraine 
and Commission dec. : 
I provisional application of the Protocol to the A!!reement on Partnership and Cooperation 
the EC and Moldova 
a Council and Commission dec. : 
jconclusion of the Partners~ip and Cooperation 
APreement between EC and Moldova 
1.1.1998 
18.5.1998 
18.5.1998 
09 
1999/0021/CNS 
1999/0091/CNS 
20 11113 133 
-4 
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a dec.: acceptance of amendments to the 
I Convention for the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea against Pollution and the Protocol for the nrc:vention of pollutio~ by dumping from ships and 
(Barcelona Convention) 
a dec.: accepting the amendments to 
for the protection of the Mediterranean 
pollution from land-based sources 
· Karcelona Convention) 
a Reg.: procedures 
Agreement establishing an association 
the EC and Slovenia 
1.1999 14.4.1999 
1.1999 
Fi~ltl 
11113 ; 228,2 ; 228,3all 
eq 
; 300,2 ; 
00,3all 
1999/197 
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Reg. : conclusion of Agreement amend. 
Agreemenl between the EC and Hungary on the 
reciprocal establishment of tariff quotas for certain 
and amend. Reg. (EC) No 933/95 on tariff 
quotas for certain wines 
1999/0101/ACC I Prop. for a dec.: extension of the International 
Sugar Agreement 1992 
30.4.1999 
Proposal to be corrected 
6 
--Jb 
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health conditions governing intra-
lcommunitv trade in and from third countries of 
hatching eggs 
E[> 2nd 
READ! 
NG 
'Effects Of the entry jnto force ofthe Amsterdam Trea_tyon current legislative 
procedures_· 
. . - . 
. . ·- ··. . __ · .· . . 
r. . -When the Amsterdam Treaty comes: into force on 1 May 1999~ the C~mmunity 
- legislator will have to act on commission proposals presented before that .date, which 
are curre~tly at different s.tages of the legislative procedure. 
The effects that the entry into force of th~ Amsterdam Treaty will have on these. 
pending ,proposals are of different types:· 
I. The Treaty articles which constitut~ the legal base(s) for .all the proposals 
coming uilder 1the- EC Treaty: will be·ren~mbered. Articles in the Treaty 
will be renumbered .automatically. by vique _of Article 12 of the 
Amsterdam Treaty. 
II. 
In, practical terms erich institution ·wm h<we to use' the riew. ~umbering in 
the doc~ments it produces after the Amsterdam Treaty has ·entered into 
force. 
The _legislative procedure will be different for some pending proposals. 
In particular the Amsterdam Treaty replaces the.cooperation procedure by 
the c~decis1on -procedure (except as regard~ monetary union); there are 
also more areas in which.the Committee of the Regions must be consulted. 
The new procedures must be applied once the Amsterdam Treaty enters · 
into force. 
·, 
\ 
: ' j 
III. 
For proposals w~ich were dealt With by the cooperation or consultation 
procedure before th~ Amsterdam Treaty came into force, but which will in 
future be covered by the codecision procedure, Parliament will become 
. 
, . ....._ 
for a relati~ely small number of proposals, the amendments to the EC 
Treaty made by the. Amsterdam Treaty result in a change in the legal 
base. With this communication, the Commission formally .amends the 
proposals listed in Annex 1. 
' . 
IV. For a last group of proposals the legal framework has been altered by the 
Amsterdam Treaty. -
This group includes two proposals for Directives, based on the Protocol on 
Social Policy and now within the scope of the EC Treaty. The 
. . . . 
Commission hereby retains the content of the proposals and decides ·to 
make the EC Treaty their'legal base, as indicated in Annex 1: 
The group also compnses proposals which the Commission presented 
within the Community framework or the framework of Title VI of the 
Treaty on European· Union,. on cooperation in the fields of justice and 
home affairs, but which relate to matters now within the scope of the new 
Title IV of the EC Treaty.* It is not possible, for these proposals, simply to 
r~place. the 'current legal base by a new one. These proposals will 
eventually have to be replaced by new ones. 
Proposals pending in the Council which result from ·an initiative by a !'Jember State within the 
framework of Title VI of the Treaty on European Union, are not included in the list. For some of 
these, e.g. those concerning the transmission of documents and th.e recognition of judgments in 
matrimonial matters a,nd matters relating to parental responsibility, the Commission will present a 
proposal for a legal instrument based on the EC Treaty. · 
2 
-,. ~ .. ' .. _;. 
' I • • 
· 2. The Commission has prepared. a li~t of all the proposalS it p.r;~~-~l!.l!e,~ .b~f~re 1 May . 
> (Annex 2). For each opeitshowsthe' effects of the e~try into force of the Amsterdam 
\ : ' 
Treaty. (the different types of effect listed at 1· ~hove are classifi~d in 'c~tegories I to-
IV).· 
··-!' 
. '•' 
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3. 
ANNEX!· 
CHANGES IN LEGAL BASES FOR PENDING LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS 
FOLLOWING ENTRY INTO FORCE OF THE AMSTERDAM TREATY 
Following the entry into force of the Amsterdam Treaty, the Commission has decided to 
amerid the following legislative proposals with. effect from 1 May 1999. In each case ~he 
new legal base is indicated. 
1. Proposal for a Council decis.ion on general conditions to be followed for .establishing 
microbiological criteria for food-stuffs and feeding-stuffs, including the conditions -
for their preparation, in the veterinary and animal nutritution sectors [based on art. 43 
. EC] (COM (81) 495 1): 
Article 152 oft~e EC Treaty 
2. Proposal for a Council decision concerning safeguard measures in the veterinary. field 
. in the framework ofthe internal market [based on art. 43 ECJ(COM (89) 493; 
- COM (90) 4 79 2): 
·~: .. 
. ~ ~ . . 
Article 152 ofthe EC Treaty -- ·-
3. Proposal for a Council decision establishing rules for the recognition of third country 
health and veterinary inspection measures for fresh meat and meat products as 
equivalent to those.applied to· Community production, and for the conditions to be 
met for importation into the Commun_ity and amending Council directive 72/462/EEC . 
on health and veterinary inspection problems upon importation of bovine, ovine and 
caprine arll.mals and swine fresh meat and meat products from third countries [based 
on art. ·43 EC] (COM (94) 3943) : 
Article 152 ofthe EC Treaty 
I OJ 1981; C25217 
2 OJ 1989, C327/37; OJ C 268113 
3 OJ 1994, C 282/11 
4 
4. Proposal for a. C~uncil directive a.~endirig 'directiv~ 90/539/EEC on animai ~ealth ,.-
. . . 
conditions go.v~rning iQ.tra-Comi11JIQ.ity tr~de .i!! ~4 _ il1lports from third countries of 
• '' •. ·. : . - • ,. -~ ~ . . • . )- - • ~-i\ ., ·.y .: ' ' • • • • ~ • ..., ---~ : • • ' •• . • •• • • • • • • 
poultry and hatching eggs· [based'-ori arC43 ECJ(CQM (95)535/2~) :' : ' ·· ·. : · :c ·. '·. 
~ ,; . . . . . 
, .. .!· )' . ·( · ... 
. . ; . . 
Article 152 ofthe ECTreafJJ, 
. ' 
·. 
,. ~ . 
·. •.· I • ·, 
:-·: ..... _ 
--~ . 
5. Proposal for a European Parliariu!nt.·and Coundn· directive amending · C~uncil. 
directive 93/7 4/EEC on feeding-:tu~s·.~m~!ld~d fo~'~arti¢ular nutritional purpose~ .and ··, . 
. samending directives. 74/63~Ec·,~:~9lB73/k.Ii.2.:and~82/4J~j~EC [bas~d on ait. )poa 
. . . ,. r. ·. ·. . '· .. ··. ~- .• . . . . . . . - .. 
EC] (COM (97}408 ; C0M.. (98)~4845): !· < , .· . 
\ ··.·- . . .· .. ,., .... 
· ·.·. · Article.152 of the EC Treat)' 
6. Proposal for a· Europ~an .. Parliament and · c;ol1pcil -· directive ·amending Council 
directive 95/69/EC l~ying down the conditions. and ~angements. for approvipg and · 
. registering ·certain establishments . and intermediaries operating in· the imhnal feed 
se9tor [based on art. 1 OOa EC] (COM (97) 409 ~; CO~ (98) 4856) : 
Article 152 ofthe EC Treaty 
.. 
7, Pr~posal for a E~ropean Parliainent and Coun~il directive amending directive 
. 89/662/EEC,.conceming·veterinary checks in intracConim~nity trade with a view to · 
the completion of the int~maf market, in orde~ tor~inforce checking [bas<;d on art.· 
lOOa ECl(COM (97)6437): 
4 OJ_ 1994,. C 282/ll 
5 OJ-1997, C 298; OJ 1998,C 273/11 
6 OJ 1997; C 300/10; OJ 1998, C 270115· 
7 OJ 1998, C 13fli 
r •. , • 
. -.-.·-.t·· 
.. 
'. Article 152 ofthe EC Treaty 
. . . ' 
.. ·. ~. .· 
8. Proposal for a European Parliament and Council directiv~ ~ending directive 
79/373/EEC on the marketing of compound feeding-stuffs and directive 96/·25/EC on 
the circulation offe:d materials [based·on ait. 100a EC] (COM (98) 4358): 
Article 152 ofthe EC Treaty 
9. Pt:?posal for a European Parliament and Council directive amending directive 
95/53/EC fixing the principles governing the organisation of official inspections in. 
. . 
the field of animal nutrition [based on art. 1 OOa EC] (COM (9S) 602~ : 
\ . Artic}e 152 ofthe EC Treaty 
. 1 0. Proposal for a European Parliament and Council regulation laying down rul~s for the 
. . 
prevention and control of certain traJ:lsmis~ible spongiform encephalopathies [based 
on art~ I OOa EC] (COM (98) 623/1 10) : 
./ 
Article 152 ofthe EC Treaty 
11. Proposal for a European Parliament and Council· directive amending Council 
directive 91/68/EEC as regards scrapie [based on art:. 1 OOa EC] (COM (98) 623/2 u) : 
Article 152 of the EC Treaty 
12. Proposal for a European Parliament and Council directive amending directive 
64/432/EEC on health problems affecting intra-Comrilunity trade in bovine animals 
and swine [based on art. 1 OOa EC] (COM (98) 81 12) : 
8 OJ 1998, C 261/3 
9 OJ 1998, c· 346/9 · 
10 OJ 1999, c 45/2 
11 OJ 1999, c 45/33 
12 OJ 1998, C 100/23 
6 
"' 
Article 152 of the _EC Treaty 
13. Proposal for a European Parliament and Council 'directive amending directive 
921117/EEC concerning measures for protection against specified zoonoses , and 
-
specific zoonotic agents in animals and products of,animal origin in order to prevent 
outbreaks of food-borne infectipns and intoxications [based on art. 100a EC] (COM 
. (99) 0413).: 
' 
Article 152 ofthe·Ec Treaty 
-14. Proposal for a Council directive completing the. impleme~tation of the principe of·· · 
equal treatmeri.t. for men and. 'wo~en in statutory and o~cupational so~ial security 
schemes [based on articles 100a and 235 EC] (COM (87) 49414): 
Article 141 pfthe EC Treaty 
' . ' 
15. Proposal for a.Council directive on certain employment relationships with regardsto -
w~rking conditio11:s[based on art. 100 EC] (COM (90) 228/1 15): 
Article· 13 7 paragraph 2 of the EC Treaty 
. 16. Proposal for a Co~ncil decision establishing a: medium-tenri action programme to 
combat exClusion and promote solidarity: a new programme to support and stimulate 
' . . ~ 
innovation (1994.,1999) [based on art. 100 ECJ (COM (93)435/2): . 
Article -13 7 paragraph 2 of the EC T':eaty 
· i 7. Proposal for a Council directive amending· directive 76/207 /EEC on the 
implementation of the principie of equal t~eatment for men arid women as regards 
access. to._ employment, • v.ocational training and promotion, and working· conditions 
[based on art. 235 EC] (COM (96) 93 16): 
13 OJ 1999, C 63/8 
14 OJ 1987, c 309/10 
1s. OJ 1990, C 22414 
16 OJ '1996, C 179/8 
7 
Article 141 ofthe EC Treaty 
18. Proposal for a Council decision establishing a Community action programme to 
promote the integration of refugees [based on art. 235 EC] (COM (98)731 17) : 
Article 137 paragraph 2 and article 308 ofthe EC Treaty 
19. Proposal for a Council regulation (EC) on statistical returns in respect ofcarriage of 
passengers, freight and mail byair [based on art. 213 EC] (COM (95) 353 18): 
Article 285 of the EC Treaty 1 
20. Proposal for a Council regulation (EC) on waste management statistics '[based cin art. 
213 EC] (COM (99) 3119): 
Article 285 ofthe EC Treaty 
21. Proposal for a Council decision suspending the agreement between the government of 
the Republic of Guinea:.Bissau and the EEC on fishing off the coast of Guinea-Bissau 
[based on art. 43 EC] (COM (98) 77720) : 
' . 
Article 37 and 300 paragraph 2 alinea :2 of the EC Treaty 
22. Amended proposal for a Council regulation concerning investigations conducted by 
the Fraud Prevention Office [based on. art. 235 EC and on art. 203 Euratom] (COM 
, I 
'(98)717; COM (99) 14021): 
Article 280 oftheEC Treaty and article 203 of the Euratom T~eaty 
17 OJ 1999, c 36/20 
18 OJ 1995, C 325/11 
·~OJ 1999, c 87/22 
20 OJ 1999, c 22116 \ . 
21 OJ 1999, C 21/10 
8 
_ 23. Proposal for a Council directive establishing_ a general framework for informing and 
consulting- employees in the- European Co~unity ,[presented pursuant to the 
Agreement on Social Policy annexed to Protocol (No 1"4) on Social Policy ~d based 
-on arti<;;le 2, paragraph 2·o[this Agreement] (COM (98) 61222): 
Article 137pa~agrajih 2 ofthe EC Treaty 
- -
24. Proposal for ~ Council directive concerning the agreement on the organisation of 
working time of seafarers concluded by the European Community Shipowners' -
Association (ECSA) and the Federation _of Transport Workers' Unions in the 
European Union (FST) [presented pu~suant to the Agreement on SoCial Poli<;;y 
annexed to Protocol (N° 14) on Social Policy and based on article· 4 .of this 
Agreement j (COM (98)662/423): 
~ 22 OJ 1999, C 2/3 
23 OJ 1999, c 43/16 
9 
Article j 39 of the EC Treaty 
I 
ANNEX2 
List of Commission proposals pending at 1 May 1999 
with indication of the· new legal base and/or of any change in legislative procedure 
following the entry into force of the Amsterdam Treaty. 
In this document 
column A indicates the area, using the classification of the PERSEE database, . 
. namely 
1 = Economic and financial affairs 
2= Agriculture 
3= Budgets 
4= Competition 
5= Development (external relations and 
development cooperation with Africa, 
the Caribbean and the Pacific; Lome 
Convention) 
6= Education, training and youth 
7= Employment, industrial relations and 
social affairs 
8= Energy 
9= Environment, nuclear safety and civil 
protection 
10= Taxation and customs union 
11 = Industry 
12= Information, communication, 
culture and audiovisual media 
13= Internal market and financial 
services 
14= Statistical Office 
15= Fisheries 
16= Personrtel and administration. 
17= Enterprise policy, distributive 
trades, tourism and social economy 
18= Consumer policy health protection 
19= Regional policy and cohesiqn 
20= External relations: Europe and the 
new independent states, common foreign 
and security policy and external service 
21= External relations: Southern 
Mediterranean, Middle- East, Latin 
America, South and South-East Asia and 
North-South cooperation 
22= External relations: commercial 
policy and relations with North America, 
the Far East, Australia and New Zealand 
23= Science, research and development 
24= Telecommunications, information 
market and exploitation of research 
25= Transport 
26= Justice and home affairs; misc. 
27= Consolidation 
- col_umn B indicates the category in whi~h the propos~l is classified, on the basis of 
the inform~tion in columns C, D and E, namely: 
CAT 0- no change: the legal base is secondary legislation, .or it.co
1
mes-under the 
ECSCor Euratom Treaty, or there is no explicit legal base ("bri~fs" for international 
negotiations). 
CAT I - · no change in legal base or pt,ocedure, simply renumbering· of the legal 
'I , ' . . •' . 
base (e.g. Art. 130-becomes Art. 157) 
CAT II- no cha~ge in legal base (only renumberipg), but ~hange will_ occur in, 
legislative procedure (e.g. Art. 75 (cooperation) becomes Art. 71 (codecision)). 
. r 
CAT III -change in legal base (whether or not this involves a change ofle~slative 
. procedure) (e~g. a proposal currently based on A_rticle lOOa which will in future be· 
based on Article 152): 
CAT IV -change of legal framework: for sorrie proposals the Amsterdam Treaty 
has changed the legal framework, i.e.· proposals based on the Protpcoi on social 
policy and those that now CQ~e under the new Title IV of the EC Treaty, rather than 
JHA). 
- column · E indicates the . parts· of the procedure that will change when the 
Amsterdam Treaty enters into force. The key to the. codes used 'is as follows: 
unanimite = unanimity in the Council 
Cons. = consultation procedure 
' . . Coop.= Cooperation procedure 
Cod. = Codecision procedure 
+CdR = Committee of the Regions must be consulted 
:.- ) 
+CES = Economic and Social Committe~ must be consulted 
avis conforme PE = assent procedure 
2 
A B c 0 E F G H I J K L M · 
' 
Do maine Cat f. · · · · : A•cinar Base . •· Noorvdk Baie ·. 
-a.··-. ... ! Rtfinnce Rd. lnttrinot. .o~ ~ ~:gif}~;~:.·.::s+:q;. , TII~y ·'" } c, Adopt.Com111. . _ A•b~~ ~1 ':<-; Autre avis 2:.:. ~ Position ._ FE Umtltcturt, !.::~::-- ... ~'L~-~:r~z1~Y~~1:~~~};t::,. : ~·c:~~~~~tt.~~ .-:·{I:~:: . ..,.~!,F;o,:{ ., • • .7~.-- ··-·~~~ ... t.. .~~ • ".b:";;~~~s.·: _ _:. '-:. . ':·:_.: 't . -·- . ,,:;,:!;(: ~· .. ' 1 : : . ; "~··"· ~~: i· ,,~~l P'.:GtE:ia" · ~ ::-..:. • •. : 1\ _ii,,, ;iiW:~;.~~ . ;,,/">·-"'~ . ;,.,:. :f(~: . .·!.t \.~i..~,.~ ~~;;\t,; ·~.,;,·~-: .• i.' t;~.~;eo'mrii';.~r ·n :. I 
01 I 130 157 COM/1995/546 1995/0281/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. establishing a 14.11.1995 22.10.1996 JO C CES : 24.4.199610 C 
european guarantee fund to promote cinema 
2 and television production 347/1996 204/1996 
01 I 235 308 COM/1997/24 1997/0028/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. providing exceptional 3.2.1997 16.9.1997 JOC 
' 
' financila assistance to Armenia, Georgia and, 
3 if appropriate, Tajikistan 304/1997 
01 I 235 308 COM/1998/507 1998/0273/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. providing macro- 3.9.1998 I 
I 
4 financial assistance to Albania ! 
01 I 109.4 111.4 COM/1998/637 Draft Prop. for a Council dec. on the 9.11.1998 3.12.1998 ! 
representation and position taking of the 
community at international level in the context 
5 of economic and monetary union 
01 I 235 308 COM/1998/652 1998/0311/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. providing macro- 13 .11.1998 
financial assistance to Bosnia and 
6 Herzegovina 
01 I 235 308 COM/1999/142 1999/0080/CNS Prop. for a Council Dec.: Community guarantee to 23.04.1999 23.04.1999 
the European· Investment Bank against losses 
under loans for projects outside the Community 
7 
02 0 dir. 628/91 art. 14 COM/1998/478 1998/0248/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. amending the annex 22.7.1998 
.. 
to directive 91/628/EEC with respect to pigs 
8 \ I passing through staging points 
vl 
02 0 RegCEEICS \ COM/1999/38/02 1999/0025/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) fixing the 1.2.1999 
1766/92/art3/par4 monthly increases in the intervention price for 
cereals for the I 99912000 marketing year 
9 
02 0 Reg!CEICS COM/1999/38/04 1999/0027/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) fixing the 8.2.1999 
3072/95/art3/par2 monthly price increases for paddy rice for the 
10 1999/2000 marketing year 
02 0 Reg!CEEICS COM/1999/38/05 1999/0028/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) no of fixing 8.2.1999 
1785/81/art2/par3; Reg! certain sugar prices and the standard quality 
CEEICS of beet for the I 99912000 marketing year 
1785/8 Ilart3/par4; Reg 
' 
CEEICS 
11 II7R ~/R 1/ort4/norl 
02 0 RegCEEICS COM/1999/38/06 Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) fixing the 8.2.1999 
1785/81/art3/par5; derived intervention prices for white sugar, 
RegCEEICS the intervention price for raw sugar, the -
1785/81/art5/par5; minimum prices for a and b beet and the 
Reg!CEEICS amount of compensation for storage costs for 
1785/8 Ilart8/par4 the I 99912000 marketing year 12 
02 0 Reg!CEEICS COM/1999/38/07 1999/0029/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) fixing the aid 8.2.1999 
1308notart2/par3; for fibre flax and hemp and the amount 
Reg!CEEICS withheld to finance measures to promote the 
t308nO/art4/par3 use of flax fibre for the 1999/2000 marketing 
, 
13 year 
~ -
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02 0 Rcg!CEEICS COM/1999/31!/08 I 999/0030/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) fixing the aid in 1.2.1999 
845n2/art2/par3 respect of silkworms for the 199912000 
14 rearing year 
02 0 Reg!CEEICS COM/1999138/09 I 999/0031/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) fixing the guide 8.2.1999 
-822/87/art27/par5 prices for wine for the 199912000 wine year 
15 
02 0 43; Reg!CEEICS 37; COM/1999/38113 I 999/0035/CNS. Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending reg. 8.2.1999 
2358nl/art3/par3; (EEC) no 2358nt on the common 
Reg!CEEICS organi~ation of the market in seeds and fixing 
2358nt/art3/par4 the aid grante~ in the seeds sector fo~ the 
200012001 and 200112002 marketing years 
16 
02 0 Reg!CEEICS COM/1999/38/14 1999/0036/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) fixing the target 8.2.1999 
804/68/art3/par4; price for milk and the intervention prices for 
Reg!CEEICS 804/68/artS butter and skimmed-milk powder for the milk 
17 year 199912000 
02 0 Reg!CEE/CS COM/1999/3811 S 1999/0037/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) of fixing the 8.2.1999 
805/68/art6/par2/a12 intervention price for adult bovine animals for 
18 the period I July to 31 December 1999 
02 0 RegCEICS COM/1999138/16 1999/0038/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) fixing the basic 8.2.1999 
2467/98/artJ/parl ; price and the seasonal adjustments to the 
RegCEICS basic price for sheepmeat for the 2000 I 
j9 2467/98/art3/par2 marketing year 
02 0 Reg!CEEICS COM/1999/38/17 1999/0039/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) of fixing the 8.2.1999 
2759n5/art4/par4 basic price and defining the standard quality 
for pig carcases for the period I July 1999 to 
20 30 June 2000 . 
' 02 0 Reg. 2081/92 art. 3 par.J COM/1996138 Prop. for a Council dec. drawing up a non- 6.3.1996 
exhaustive, indicative list of the names of 
agricultural products and foodstuffs regarded 
as being generic, as provided for in art. 3 (3) 
21 of Council reg. (EEC) nr 2081/92 
02 0 SEC/199812207 Rec. from the Commission to the Council 13.1.1999 
cone. the community's participation in the 
negotiations in the FAO on the revision of the 
international undertaking on plant genetic 
22 resources 
02 I 113 133 COM/19881159 Rec. for a Council dec. authorising the 15.4.1988 
Commission to enter into negotiations with a 
view to cone!. an agreement between the EEC 
23 and the usa on coop in wine sector 
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02 I 42; 43 36; 37 COM/19911328 Prop. for a Council reg. (EEC) amending 19.9.1991 I0.4.1992JOC 
Council reg. (EEC) no 827/68 on the common 
organization of the market in certain products 
24 listed in annex II to the treaty 12511992 
02 I 42; 43 36; 37 COM/1992/185 Prop. for a Council reg. (EEC) on the 24.11.1992 22.4.199310 c CES ; 25.2.199310 c 
common organization of the market in ' 
25 !potatoes 150/1993 108/1993 I 
02 I 42; 43 36; 37 COM/1994/ 11 Prop. for a Council dir. amending Council dir. 28.1.1994 22.4.1994 10 c CES. 27.4.1994 10 c : 
90/428/EEC of26 June 1990 on trade in 
aquidae intended for competitions and laying 
26 down the condition for participation therein 121111994 195/1994 
02 I 43 37 COM/1994/480 1994/0254/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) on the crediting 1.11.1994 20. I.I995JOC 
of securities, deposits and guarantees 
furnished under the common agri. policy and 
subsequently forfeited, and repealing reg. 
27 (EEC) nr 352178 4311995 
02 I 43 37 COM/19951239 1995/0134/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. amending Council dir. 7.6.1995 22.9.1995JOC 
77/93/EEC on protective measures against the 
inroduction into the community of organisms 
h::.nnful to plants or plant products and 
28 a11.ainst their spread within the community 269/1995 
02 I 113 133 COM/1995/399 1995/0222/ACC Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) providing for 6.9.1995 
suspension of in-quota tariff rates for certain 
29 agricultural products 
02 I 42; 43 36; 37 COM/1995/497 1995/0265/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending 25 10 1995 19.4 1996 JO c CES . 31.1.1 996 10 c 
Council reg. (EEC) nr 1765/92 establishing a 
support system for producers of certain arable 
30 crops 141/1996 97/1996 ' 
02 I 43 37 COM/1995/53512 1995/0268/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. amending directive 9.11 .1995 19.7.1996JOC CES : 29.2.1 996JOC 
90/539/EEC on animal health conditions 
governing intra • community trade in and 
imports from third countries of poultry and 
31 hatching eggs 261/1996 153/1996 
02 I 43 37 COM/1996127912 1996/0158/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. amending directive 19.6.1996 15.11.1996JOC CES · 31.10199610 
· 93/53/EEC introducing minimum community 
measures for the control of certain fish 
32 diseases 36211996 c 5611997 
s 
02 
37 COM/1996/44/11 1996/0063/CNS. Prop. for a Council reg. (EEC) amend ina r,... I 1.3.1996 
(EEC) no 1308nO on the common 
341 I I organiZation of the market in flax and nemp h6611996 !204/1996 
02 I I I 113; 228.2ph I 133; 300.2ph I COM/1997133 1997/0033/AC.C Prop. for a Council dec. approving the 
ofletters between the European 
community,ofthe one part,and bulgaria, 
Poland,the Czech Republic,the 
Slovak Republic, Romania Estonia Latvia and 
Lithuania the other part,conc. certain 
for live bovine 
02 I I 1113; 228.2ph1 
1m; 300.2phl I 
,COM/1997/397 j1997/0219/ACC Prop. for a Council dec. cone. the conclusion 25.7.1997 
an interim arrangement between the: 
separate customs territory of Taiwan, Penghu, 
Kinmen and Matsu,on the one side,and the 
1998/0092/CNS 
IEuro[!!:an communities on the other 
Prop. for a Council dir. laying down 
standards for the protection oflaying hens 
I kept in various sys 
1998/0100/CNS 
1998/0107/CNS 
39 
02 43 37 1998/01 08/CNS 
40 
02 43 36; 37 1998/0109/CNS I Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) on the common 
4.1 of the and veal. 
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02 I 42; 43 36; 37 COM/J998/JS8/4 1998/0110/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC} on the common 18.3.1991 CdR : 1Ht999CES 
: 9.9.1991 JO C 
organisation of the market in milk and milk 40711991 cc : 
29.10.1991 JO C 
42 products. 401/1991 
02 I 43 37 COM/1998/IS8/S 1998/0111/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC} amending reg. 11.3.1991 CdR : 13.1 t999CES 
: 9.9.1991 JO C 
(EEC) n. 3950192 establishing an additional 407/1998 cc : 
29.10.1991 JO C 
43 levy in the milk and milk products sector. 401/1991 
02 I 42;43 36;37 COMIJ998/JS8/6 1998/0102/CNS Prop.foraCouncilreg.(EC)onsupportfor 11.3.1991 CdR:t3.1.1999CES 
rural development from the european : 9.9.l991 JO c 
• 407/1998 cc : 
agncultural guidance and guarantee fund 29.10.1991 JO c 
44 1 eaggf). 401/1991 
02 I 42; 43 36; 37 COM/1998/IS817 1998/0112/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) on the financing 11.3.1991 CdR: 13.1.1999CES 
: 9.9.1991 JO C 
407/1998 cc : 
29.10.1991 JO C 
45 of the common aRricultural policy. 401/1991 
02 I 43 37 COM11998/IS818 1998/0113/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC} establishing 11.3.1991 CdR : 1Hl999CES 
: 9.9.1991 JO c 
common rules for direct support schemes · 40711991 cc : 
29.10.1991 JOC 
46 under the common al!:ricultural policv. 40111991 
02 I 43 37 COM/19981228 1998/0136/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC} amending reg. tS.4.1998 16.9.1991 JOC 
(EEC} nr 3508/92 establishing an integrated 
administration and control system for certain 
community aid schemes as regards the 
deadlines for lodging applications for 
compensatory payments under the aid scheme 
4 7 for rice producers 3 JJ/1998 
02 I 42; 43 36; 37 COM/19981370 1998/0126/CNS Prop. fora Council reg. (EC) on the common 16.7.1998 CdR: u.u999CES i 
48 organization of the market in wine : 27.U999 
02 I 43 37 COM/1998/601 1998/0296/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. on the application of • 1.11.1998 13.1.1999 , 
aerial-survey and remote-sensing techniques 
49 to the altricultural statistics for 1999-2003 
02 I 43 37 COM/1998/647/1 1998/0309/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC} amending and 11.11.1991 
correcting reg. (EC) nr 2200196 on the 
common organisation of the market in fruit 
50 and veRetables 
02 I 43 37 COM/199816&3 1998/0330/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) on measures to 14.1.1999 
promote and provide information on 
51 altricultural products in third countries 
02 I 43 37 COM/1998/86 1998/0053/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending reg. 20.2.1991 CES: 29.4.1991JOC 
(EEC) no 823/87 laying down special 
provisions relating to quality wines produced 
22 in specified regions • 21411991 _ _ ____ _ 
42 ; 43 36 ; 37 
54 
02 43 37 
55 
I 02 I I 143 137 I lcoMtl999t38IIO 
56 
43 COM/1999/38111 
02 I I 142; 43 136; 37 I ICOM/1999/38112 
58 
43 COM/1999/63 
02 I I 1113; 228.2phl COM11999n7 
60. 
1999/0088/CNS 
1999/0026/CNS 
11999/0032/CNS 
1999/0033/CNS 
11999/0034/CNS 
1999/0048/CNS 
·1999/0063/ACC 
Prop. for a Council dec. amending dec. 
97/132/EC on the conclusion of the · 
Agreement between the EC and New Zealand 
on sanitary measures applicable to trade in 
live animals and animal products 
IProo. for a Council reg. (EC) amending reg. 
no 822187 on the common organisation 
of the market in wine 
Proo. for a Council reg. (EC) amending reg. 
no 2332192 as regards sparkling wines 
in the community and reg. (EEC) 
on the preparation and marketing of 
wines produced in the community 
!Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending reg. 
no 1442188 on the granting, for the 
to 1998/99 wine years, of permanent 
premiums in respect of wine-
growing areas 
Proo. for a Council reg, (EC) amending reg. 
no 2597/971aying down additional rules 
the common organisation of the market in 
and milk products for drinking milk 
Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) cone. the 
of an agreement in the form of an 
of letters amending the agreement in 
form of an exchange of letters between the 
European community and bulgaria on the 
reciprocal establishment oftariff quotas for 
certain wines, and amending reg. (EC) no 
933/95 opening and providing for the 
administration of community tariff quotas for 
. certain wines 
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02 I 113; 228.2ph I 133; 300.2ph I COM/1999n9 1999/0055/ACC Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) cone. the 23.2.1999 
conclusion ofthe agreement in the form of an 
exchange of letters amending the agreement in 
the form of an exchange of letters between the 
European community and Romania on the 
reciprocal establishment of tariff quotas for 
certain wines, and amending reg. (EC) n• 
933/95 opening and providing for the 
administration of community tariff quotas for 
certain wines 
61 
02 I 43 37 COM/1999/83 1999/0053/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending reg. 23.2.1999 
(EEC) n• 1442/88 on the granting, for the 
1988/89 to 1998/99 wine years, of 
permanents abandonment premiums in respect 
62 of wine-growing areas 
02 I 113 133 COM/1999/85 1999/0057/ACC Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) on the 24.2.1999 
application of specific measures for the 
import of grape juice and must originating in 
63 cyprus 
02 Ill 43 152 consult-> Cod. + COM/1981/495 Prop. for a Council dec. on general conditions 14.9.19&1 23.4.1982JOC CES : 294 19&2JOC 
' to be followed for establishing 
microbiological criteria for food stuffs and 
feeding stuffs, incl. the conditions for their 
preparation, in the veterinary and animal 
64 CES+CdR nutritution sectors 12S/19Sl 17&/1982 
02 Ill 43 152 consult -> Cod. + COM/1989/493 198911 040/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. cone. safeguard 1710.1989 I&.S.I990JOC CES . 28.2.1990 JO C 
measures in the veterinary field in the 
65 CES +CdR framework of the internal market 149/1990 112/1990 
02 Ill 43 152 consult -> Cod. + COM/1994/394 1994/0208/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. establishing rules for 20.9.1994 l&.l1.1994JOC CES : 23.11.1994 JO 
the recognition of third country health and 
veterinary inspection measures for fresh meat 
and meat products as equivalent to 
thoseapplied to community productibn, and 
for the conditions to be met for importation 
into the community and amending Council 
dir. 721462/EEC on health and veterinary 
inspection problems upon importation of 
bovine, ovine and caprine animals and swine 
fresh meat and meat products from third 
66 
--·--
CES:+:Cd~_ 
'--- - --
countries 341/1994 c 397/1994_ 
? 
02 Ill IIOOa 152 1997/0208/COD 
152 
69 
02 Ill IIOOa 152 
02 III IIOOa . 152 1998/0238/COD 
'-71 
02 Ill IIOOa 152 
02 Ill IIOOa 152 . 18.11.1998 
73 
02 Ill 152 1998/0324/COD 18.11.1998 
02 Ill IIOOa 152 1998/0052/COD 18.2.1998 
75 
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02 Ill IOOa 152 ->CdR COM/1999/04 1999/0003/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. amending 3.2.1999 
directive 92/117/EEC cone. measures for 
protection against specified zoonoses and 
specific zoonotic agents in animals and 
products of animal origin in order to prevent 
outbreaks of food-borne infections and 
76 intoxications 
03 0 RegLICEEICS COM/1996n26 Prop. for a Council dec. on the replacement of 23.12.1996 
members of the European Social Fund 
77 4253/88/art28al3 committee ! 
03 0 COM/1996/80 Prop. for Council dec. replacing members and 20.3.1996 
alternate members of the European Social 
78 Fund committee 
03 0 Decision CS du COM/1998/410 Prop. for a Council dec. on the appointment o 28.7.1998 
23/1 0/1995; Regl. 
/CEEICS 2052/88/artl7; members of the European Social Fund 
Regi./CEE/CS 
committee 79 14?~1/RR/o· t?R/")1 
03 I 209; 183 Euratom; 78 279; 183 COM/1996n17 1997/0016/CNS Prop: for a Council reg. (Euratom, ECSC EC 10.1.1997 16.9.1997 JO C CC : 24 .4 1997 JO C 
determining the powers and obligations of 
Euratom; 78 agents authorized by the Commission 
\ pursuant to article 18 (2) and (3) of reg. 
80 CECA CECA i(EEC, Euratom) nr 1552/89 304/1997 17S/1997 
03 I 209; 183 Euratom 279; 183 COM/1997134 3 1997/0188/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. ( EC, Euratom } 3.7.1997 20.2.1991 JO C CC : 27.9.1997 JO C 
amending Council reg. ( EEC, Euratom ) no 
1552/89 implementing dec. 94n28/EC, 
Euratom on the system of the communities' 
81 Euratom own resources 80/1991 ISIJ99S 
03 I 235 308 COIWI997/489/I 1997/0253/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending 6.10.1997 10.3.1991 JO C 
Council reg. (EC) nr. 40/94 of20 December 
82 I 993 on the community trade mark 10411998 
03 I 235 308 COM/1997/48912 1997/0254/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending 6.10.1994 10.3.1991 JO c 
Council reg. (EC) nr. 2100/94 of27 July 1994 
83 on community plant variety rights. 104/1991 
03 I 235 308 COM/1997/489/3 1997/0255/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending 6.10.1997 10.3.199810 c 
Council reg. (EEC) nr. 2309/93 laying down 
community procedures for the authorisation 
and supervision of medicinal products for 
human and veterinary use and establishing a 
european agency for the evaluation of 
84 medicinal products 104/1991 
03 I 235 308 COM/1997/489/S 1997/0258/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC} amending 6.10.1997 10.3.1991 JO C 
Council reg. (EC} nr. 2062/94 of 18 July 1994 
establishing a european agency for safety and 
85 healt at work. 10411991 
u 
235 110& I ICOM/1997/489/8 
87 
03 I 213; 235 COM/1997/48919 
89 
130s Consul CdR COM/1997/489/4 
90 
87 COM/1997121812 
911 I I., I., I I 04 I 
94 
119971021\ltrNS IPrnn fnr R rnun,..il r~n n::r\ Qf'nPntfintr 
1997/0262/CNS · I Prop, for a Council reg. (EC) amending 
I 997 /0256/CNS 
1997/0137/CNS 
I 
1998/0287/CNS 
reg. (EC) nr. 1035/97 of2 June 1997 
european monitoring centre on 
xenO(!hObia 
a Council reg. (EC, Euratom) -
Council reg. (EC, Euratom) nr 
establishing a guarantee fund for 
external actions 
Pron. for a Council reg.(EC) amending 
reg. (EEC) nr. 1210/90 of7 May 
1990 on the establishment of the eu~opan 
agency and the european 
information and observation 
network 
Pron. for a Council reg. (EC) amending reg. 
no 3975/87 laying down the procedure I for the application of the rules on _cor 
for a Council and Commission dec. 
the agreement between the European 
j communities and the government of canada 
"''""tlinl7 the application of their competition 
a Council reg. (EC) amending 
reg. nr 19/65/EEC on the application 
85 (3) of the treaty to certain 
lcatel!ories of agreements and concerted 
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04 I 87 83 COM/1998/546/2 1998/0288/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending reg. 30.9.1991 
nr 17: first reg. implementing articles 85 and 
95 86 of the treaty_ 
OS I 238; 228.3al2. 228.2ph2 310; 300.3al2; COM/1996/447 1996/0225/ A VC Prop. for a Council dec. on the conclusion of 17.9.1996 16.1.1997 JOC 
the protocol to the fourth acp - ec convention 
oflome following the accession of Austria, 
96 • 300.2ph2 Finland and Sweden to the E.U. 33/1997 
OS I 113; 228.2; 116; 133; 300.2; SEC/1986/1493 Prop. for a Council dec. on the signature and 19.9.1916 
provisional application of the 1986 
97 228.3all 300.3all international cocoa agreement 
OS II 130w 179 Coop ->Cod COM/1998/5 1998/0014/SYN Prop. for a Council reg. {EC) establishing a 17.2.1991 19.6.1998)0 c S.l0.1991 JOC 21.1.1999 
special framework of assistance for traditional 
98 acp suppliers of bananas 21011991 364/1991 
s II 130. ; 130w 17S; 179 Coop ->Cod + cons COMII999n6 1999/0020/SYN Proposal for 1 REG. : meosure to promote the full integration o 28101/99 
CdR the en>ironmental dimension in the development process of 
99 devdopi"8 countries 
OS II 130w 179 Coop->Cod COM/1999/124 1999/0070/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) on development 12.3.1999 
100 cooperation with south africa 
06 I 235 308 COM/1997/177 1997/0126/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending for 28.4.1997 12.3.199810 c CES : 29.10.1997)0 
the second time reg. (EEC) 1360/90 
101 establishing a european training foundation 104/1991 c 19/1991 
06 I 126; 127 149; ISO COM/1998/329 1998/0195/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dec. establishing 27.S.I991 S.II.I998JOC CdR : 18.11.1991 20.12.1991 
the second phase of the community action CES : IS.IO.I991JO 
programme in the field of education 
102 •socrates" 3S9/1991 c 410/1991 
06 I 126 149 COM/1998/331 1998/0197/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dec. establishing 27.S.I998 S.11.1991JOC CdR : 18.11.1991 
CES : 1S.IO.I991JO 
103 the community action programme for youth. 3S9/1991 c 41011991 
07 0 COM/1994/2 Prop. for a Coun-;il dec. on the exercise of the 10.1.1994 
community's external competence at 
international1abour conferences in cases 
falling within the joint competence of the 
104 community and its member states 
07 I 235 308 COM/1983/13 Prop. for a Council reg.(EEC)implementing 27.1.191) HI0.198SJOC 
within the eec dec. no 3/80 of the eec- Turkey 
association Council on the application of the 
social security schemes of the member states 
of the European communities to turkish 
105 workers and members of their families 281/191S 
07 I 235 308 COM/199S/282/2 1995/0155/CNS Prop. for Council dec. adopting a programme 12.7.1 99S 23.S.I996JOC CES : 23.11.199S JO 
of non-legislative measures to improve health 
106 and safety at work 166/1996 c 39/1996 
07 I 235 308 COM/199S/S3 1995/0062/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. on community 1.3.199S 2S.IO.I99S JOC CES : 3l.S.1995JOC 
support for actions in favour of older people 
107 and a evaluation report 1994 308/199$ 2361199S 
----
IJ 
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07 I 129 152 COM/1997/225/2 1997/0146/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dec. adopting a 26.S.I997 11.3.199810 c CdR : 20.11.1997 JO 4.6.1998 JO C 8.10.1998JOC 
programme of community action 1999-2003 C 64/1998 CES : 
on rare diseases in the context of the 
framework for action in the field of public 29.10.1997 JOC 
108 health 104/1998 19/1998 227/1998 328/1998 
07 I 129 152 COM/1997/266/2 1997/0153/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dec. adopting a 4.6.1997 11.3.1998 JO C CdR : 20.11.1997 JO 30.4.1998 JO C 8.10.1998 JO C 
programme of community action 1999-2003 C 64/1998 CES: 
on pollution - related diseases in the context 
oftheframework for action in the field of 29.10.1997 JOC 
109 oublic health 104/1998 19/1998 227/1998 32811998 
07 I 129 152 COM/1998/268 1998/0 166/CNS Prop. for a Council rec. on the limitation of 11.6.1998 
exposure of the general public to 
110 electromal!,netic fields 0 hz-300 ghz 
07 I 49 40 COM/1998/394/1 1998/0229/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council reg. amending 22.7.1998 
. 
Council reg. (EEC) nr 1612/68 on freedom of 
111 movement for workers within the community 
07 I 49 40 COM/1998/394/2 1998/0230/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. amending 22.7.1998 
directive 68/360/EEC on the abolition of 
restrictions on movement and residence within 
the community for workers of members states 
112 and their families 
07 I 49; 51; 235 40; 42; 308 COM/1998/394/3 1998/0231/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dec: establishing 22.7.1998 
an advisory committee on freedom of 
movement and social security for community 
workers and amending Council reg.s (EEC) nr 
113 1612168 and (EEC) nr 1408nt 
07 II liSa 137.2 Coop->Cod+ COM/1990/588 1990/0327/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. on minimum S.l2.1990 20.11.1991 CES : 29.S.I991 JO C 
requirements to improve the mobility and the 
safe transport to work of workers with 
114 cons. CdR reduced mobilitv 191/1991 
07 II I I8a 137.2 . Coop->Cod + COM/1992/234 0420/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. cone. the minimum 16.11.1992 14.7.1993JOC CES: 28.4.1993 JO C 
safety and health requirements for transport 
activities and workplaces on means of 
transport (individual directive within the 
meaning of article 16 of directive 
115 cons. CdR 89/391/EEC) 2SS/1993 161/1993 
07 II liSa 137.2 Coop. -> Cod+ CUM/I'J'J2/560 0449/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. on the minimum 2.1 . 12.111'}2 20.4.1'>'l4 JO C CES : 30.6 1993 JO C 
I 
health and safety requirements regarding the 
! 
exposure of workers to the risks arising from 
I 116 cons. CdR physical a2ents 128/1994 249/1993 
I 
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07 II liSa 137.2 Coop->Cod+ COM1199S/310 1995/0235/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. on minimum 18.9.1995 20.6.199610 c CES : 29.2.199610 C 22.12.1998 
requirements for improving the safety and I 
health protection of workers potentially at risk 
117 cons. CdR from exolosive atmosoheres 198/1996 153/1996 
07 II 51; 235 42;30S unanimity-> Cod COM1199Sn34 1996/0004/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending, for 10.1.1996 18.2.1997 JO C CES : 10.7.1996JOC 
the benefit of unemployed persons,reg. (EEC) 
nr 1408n1 on the application of social 
security schemes to employed persons,to self-
employed persons and to the members of their 
families moving within the community and 
reg. (EEC) nr 574n2 laying down the 
procedure for implementing reg. (EEC) nr 
118 + unanimitv 1408ni BS/1997 29Sil996 
07 II 51; 235 42;30S unanimity -> Cod COMI199Sn3S 1996/000 1/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending, for 10.1.1996 28. 11.1996 JO C CES . 10.7.1996JOC 
the benefit of beneficiaries of pre- retirement 
benefits,reg. (EEC) nr 1408ni on the 
I application of social security schemes to 
employed persons, to self· employed persons 
and to the members of their families moving 
within the community and reg. (EEC) nr 
574n2 laying down the procedure for 
119 +unanimity implementin2 re2. (EEC) nr 1408nl 38()/1996 29511996 
07 II 51; 235 42;30S unanimity-> Cod COM/19971561 1997/0320/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending reg. 12.11.1997 6.10.1998JOC CES · 253.1998 JO C 
(EEC) nr 1408n 1 as regards its extension to 
120 + unanimitv national of third countries 328/1991 15711998 
07 II 125 14S Coop->Cod+ COM/1998113113 199S/0115/SYN Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) on the European 18.3.1998 19.11.1991JOC CdR : 1111.1998 
CES. 10.9.1998 JO C 
40711991 cc. 
29.10.1991 JO C 
121 cons. CdR Social Fund 37911998 40111998 
07 II liSa 137.2 Coop. -> Cod + COM/1998/66212 199S/031S/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. amending directive 11.11.1998 . 
93/104/EC of23 november 1993 cone. certain 
aspects of the organization of working time to 
cover sectors and activities excluded from that 
122 cons. CdR directive 
07 II 75; liSa 71; 137.2 Coop. -> Cod + COM/1998/66213 199S/0319/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. cone. the organisation 11.11 .1991 
of working time for mobile workers 
performing road transport activities and for 
123 cons. CdR self-emoloved drivers 
07 II S4.2 S0.2 Coop->Cod+ COM/1998/662/S 199S/0321/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. cone. the enforcement 18.11.1991 
of seafarers' hours of work on board ships 
.!_24 
·-
CdR usin2 communitv oorts 
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liSa 137.2 Coop. ->Cod+ COM/1998/678 199S/0327/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. for the second time 
Sa; 51; 235 18;42;30S 
cons. CdR 
unanimity+ ICOM/1998n79 
common positiotl 
PE ->Cod+ 
lunanimitv 
directive 89/655/EEC cone. !he minimum 
safety and health requirements for the use of 
work equipment by workers at work (2nd 
individual directive within the meaning of 
article 16 of directive 89/391/EEC) (text with 
eea relevancQ 
199S/0360/ A VC I Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) on coordination 
of social security systems 
21.12.1998 
llh 137.2 Coop ->Cod+ cons ICOM/1999/IS2 
CdR 
1999/0085/SYN Proposal for a COUNCIL DIRECTIVE on the protection of 18.4.1999 
workers from the risks related to exposure to carcinogens at 
100;235 141 
-
100 137.2 
235 137.2 
cons.- unanimite-ICOM/1987/494 
>Cod. 
unanimity-> Cod ICOM/1990122811 
+cons. CdR 
COM/1993/435/2 
work (Sixth individual Directive within the meaning of Article 
16 (I) of Directive 89n91/EEC) (codified version) 
Prop. for a Council dir. completing the 
implementation of the principe of equal 
treatment for men and women in statutory and 
occupational social security schemes 
Prop. for a Council dir. on certain 
employment relationships with regards to 
working conditions 
Prop. for a Council dec. establishing a 
medium-term action programme to combat 
exclusion and promote solidarity: e new 
programme to support and stimulate 
innovation (1994- 1999) 
16.10.1987 
13.6.1990 
Ill 1235 141 unanimity-> Cod ICOM/1996/93 1996/0095/CNS I Prop. for a Council dir. amending directive 
76!2.07/cee on the implementation of the 
principle of equal treatment for men and 
women as regards access to employment, 
27.3.1996 
unanimity-> Cod COM/199Bn31 • 
+unanimity+ 
ICes+CdR 
IV accordlpol.sociaVart.2/pa 137.2 I ICOM/1998/612 
r2 
IV protocole. pol. 139 I ICOM/1998/662/4 
Socia1e/art4/par2 
I199S/0356/CNS 
I199S/0315/SYN 
11998/0320/PRT 
vocational training and promotion, and 
working conditions 
Prop. for a Council dec. establishing a 
community action programme to promote. the 
integration of refugees 
Prop. for a Council dir. establishing a general 
framework for informing and consulting 
employees in the European community 
Prop. for a Council dir. cone. the agreement 
on the organisation of working time of 
seafarers concluded by the European 
community shipowners' association (ECSA) 
and the federation of transport workers' 
unions in the E.U. (fst) 
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08 0 53.2 Euratom COM/1984/686/1 Prop. for a Council reg. adopting conditions 7.12.1984 
relating to transfers of nuclear materials 
between member states and tot imports from 
1·35 outside the community_ 
08 0 57.1; 76 Euratom COM/1984/686/2 Prop. for a Council reg. adopting criteria for 7.12.1984 
the granting of Commission authorization for 
exports of nuclear materials outside the 
136 community 
08 0 I 0 1.2 Euratom COM/1998/525 Prop. for a Council dec. approving the 11 .9.1998 
conclusion by the Commission of: the 
safeguards agreement between the european 
atomic energy community, france and the 
international atomic energy agency (iaea) 
pursuant to additional protocol i of the treaty 
137 of tlatelolco. 
08 0 41 Euratom COM/1998/804 Prop. for a Council reg. (Euratom) defining 11.1.1999 
the investment projects to be communicated to 
the Commission in accordance with article 41 
of the treaty establishing the european atomic 
138 energy community 
08 0 76.2 Euratom COM/1982n32/l 1982/\ 038/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. adopting new 1011 .1982 24.5.1984JOC CES . 28.9.1983 10 C 
provisions relating to chapter 6 "supplies" of 
the treaty establishing the european atomic 
139 energy community 17211984 341/1983 
08 I 130 157 COM/1996/431 1996/0218/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. cone. the organisation 4 10 1996 16.5 1997 JO C CES . 23.4.1997 JO C 
of cooperation around agreed community 
140 energy objectives 16711997 206/1997 
08 I 213 284 COM/1998/363 1998/0205/CNS draft Council dec. regarding a community 19 6 1998 16.9.199810C CES . 99.1998 JO C 
procedtlre for information and consultation on 
crude-oil supply costs and the consumer 
141 I prices of petroleum products 3 IJ/1998 40711998 
08 I 129dall 156 COM/1998/542 1998/0284/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dec. amending 30.9 1998 CES · 27.1.1999 
dec. no 1254/96/EC laying down a series of 
142 I guidelines for trans european ener~~;y networks 
08 II 130sl 175.1 Coop->Cod + COM/1995/369 1995~0208/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. to introduce rational 20.7.1995 1211.1996JOC CdR : 13 6 1996 JO C 
planning techniques in the electricity and gas 337/1996 CES : 2441996JOC 
143 CdR distribution sectors 362/1996 20411996 
08 II 130s.l 175.1 Coop->Cod + COM/1997/550/4 1997/0370/SYN Prop. for a Council dec. adopting a 11111997 CdR . 16.7.199810 C 
. 
multiannual programme for the promotion of 315/1998CES . 
renewable energy sources in the communityr 2941998JOC 
144 CdR 1(1998-2002)- altener II 214/1998 
08 II 130s.l 175.1 Coop->Cod + COM/1997/SSO/S 1997/0371/SYN Prop. for a Council dec. adopting a 18 II 1997 CdR · 16 71998 10 C 
multiannual programme for the promotion of 315/1998 CES : 2941998JOC 
145 CdR energy efficiency (1998-2002) 2WI998 
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09 0 COM/1998/437 Prop. for a Council dec. on the signature by 15.7.1998 
the European community of the convention on 
the prior informed consent procedure for 
certain hazardous chemicals and pesticides in 
146 international trade 
09 0 COM/1998/96 Prop. for a Council dec. cone. the signature by 23.2.1998 
the European community of a protocol to the 
united nations framework convention on . .. 
147 climate change 
09 0 SEC/ 1992/694 Rec. for a Council dec .. on the ec participation 5.5.1992 
148 in the global environmental facility (gef) 
• 09 0 SEC/199511 542 Rcc. for a Council dec. authorizing the 29.9.1995 
' 
Commission to open negotiations in the 
framework of the standing committee set up 
under the convention on the conservation of 
european wildlife and natural habitats with a 
149 view to amending the convention ! 
09 0 SEC/1996/841 Rec. for a Council dec. regarding the opening 13 .5.1996 
I of negotiations on a convention on the 
I 
collection, deposting and reception of waste 
. 
produced during rhine and inland waterway 
150 navigation 
09 0 SEC/1997/ 1138 Rec. for a Council dec. on the participation of 18.6.1997 
-
the European community in the negotiations 
on the harmonization of classification and 
151 labelling systems of chemicals 
09 I IOOa 95 COM/1989/282 0217/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. on civil 2.8.1989 20.4.1994 JO C CES . 28.2.1990 JO C 
128/1994 
22.11.1990 JO C 
152 liability for damage caused by waste 324/1990 112/1990 
09 I IOOa 95 COM/ 1996/19 1 1996/0 123/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. of marking 18.11.1996 CES · 28.5.1997 JOC 
of packaging and on the establishment of a 
conformity assessment procedure for 
153 I packaging 287/1997 
09 I IOOa 95 COM/1998/46 1998/0029/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. on the I 8.2.1998 1.4. 1998 JO C CES : 9.9.199H JO C 
approximation of the laws of the member 
states relating to thenoise emission by 
154 equipment used outdoors 138/ )998 407/1998 
• 
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09 I 130r4; 228.2phl; 174.4; COM/1998/634 1998/0307/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. on the approval, on 6.11.1998 
behalf of the community, of the amendment of 
annex i and the adoption of new annexes viii 
300.2phl ; and ix to the convention on the control of 
transboundary movements of hazardous 
wastes and their disposal (basel convention), 
as laid down in dec. iv/9 of the conference of 
155 228Jall 300.3all the parties. 
09 I 235 308 COM/1998/768 1998/0354/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. establishing a 16.12. 1998 
comunity action programme in the field of 
156 civil protection 
09 I IOOa 95 COM/1998/85 1998/0072/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. amending 23.2.1998 CES : 9.9 1998 JO C 
directive 901220/EEC on the deliberate 
release into the environment of genetically 
157 modified organisms 407/1998 
09 I 130r4; 228.3all; 174.4; COM/19991128 1999/0077/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. cone. the approval, 17.3.1999 
' 
on behalf of the community, of the 
300.3all; amendments to the annexes to the convention 
on the protection of the marine environment 
158 228.2phl 300.2phl of the baltic sea area (helsinki convention) 
09 I 130r4 ; 228.2phrastl , 22R,3all 174,4, 300,2ph I; COM/19991190· 1 9910095(CNS Prop. for a dec. approving the nex Anncxe V to the Convention 23 04 1999 
300,3all for the protection of the marine environment or the Nonh East 
159 Atlantic 
09 I 130r4 ; 228,2phrastl ; 221,3all 174,4 ; 300,2ph I ; COM/1999/19().2 99/0096/CNS Prop. For a Dec. approving decision OSPAR 98/2 on dumping 23.04.1999 
300,3all of radioactive waste 
160 
09 I 130r4 , 221,2phrastl , 228,3all 174,4 ; 300,2ph I ; COM/1999/19().3 99/0097/CNS Prop for a dec. approving tht dec. OSPAR 9813 on tht dosposal 23.04.1999 
300,3all or disused offshore installations 
161 
09 I 130r4 ; 228,2phrastl • 228,3all 174,4; 300,2ph I ; COM/1999/190-4 9910098/CNS Prop for a dec approving tht dec. OSPAR 98/4 and OS PAR 23.04.1999 
300,3all 98/S 
162 
09 I 130r4; 228.2ph I; 174.4; COM/1999/30 1999/0019/AVC Prop. for a Council dec. on cone!. the protocol 12.2.1999 
cone. specially protected areas and biological 
300.2phl; diversity in the mediterranean, and on 
accepting the annexes to that protocol 
163 228.3all 300.3all barcelona convention) 
09 II 130sl 175.1 Coop.->Cod+ COM/19931680 1994/0152/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. on the ecological IS 6 1994 CES : 21 12.1994 JO 
164 cons. CdR. quality of water c 397/1994 
09 II 130sl 175.1 Coop-> Cod+ COM/1994136 1994/0006/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. on the quality of 16.2.1994 12.12.199610C CdR : 27 9.199410 C 
210/199S CES : 
14.9.199410 c 
165 cons. CdR bathing water 20/1997 393/1994 
09 II 130sl 175.1 Coop-> Cod+ COM/ 1994139 1994/0061/S YN Prop. for a Council dir. amending directive 23 2 1994 IS2.199610C CES : 14 9 1994 10 C 
166 cons. CdR 79/409/EEC on the conservation of wild birds 6511996 393/1994 
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09 II 130s3 175.3 cons. CdR COM/19961315 1996/0181/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dec. on an action 10.7.1996 CES : 29.1.1997 JO C 
programme for integrated groundwater 
167 I protection and management 89/1997 
09 II 130s1 175.1 Coop->Cod+ COM/1996/511 1996/0304/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. on the assessment of 4.12.1996 20.10.1998 JO C CdR : 20.11.1997 JO 
the effects of certain plans and programmes C 64/1998 CES : 28.5.1997 JO c 
168 cons. CdR on the environment 34111998 287/1997 
09 ' II 130s1 175.1 Coop->Cod+ COM/1996/603 1996/0312/SYN Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) on a revised 10.12.1996 13.5.1998 JO C CES : 10.7.1997 JO C 
. 
169 cons. CdR community eco • label award scheme 167/1998 296/1997 
09 ' II 130s1 175.1 Coop->Cod+ COM/1997/358 1997/0194/SYN Prop. fur a Council dir. on end oflife vehicles 9.7.1997 CES : 25.2.1998 JO C 
170 cons. CdR 129/1998 
09 II 130s1 175.1 Coop -> Cod. + COM/1997/49 1997/0067/SYN Prop. for a Co\mcil dir. establishing a 26.2.1997 CdR : 12.3.1998 JO C 
framework for community action in the field 18011998 cES : 1.10.1997 JOC 
171 cons. CdR of water policy 355/1997 
09 11 130s.1 175.1 Coop -> Cod. + COM/1997/500 1997/0266/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. relating to limit values 8.10.1997 13.5.1998 JO C CES : 29.4.1998 JO C 24.9.1998 JO C 14.1.1999 
sulphur dioxide, oxides of nitrogen, 
172 cons. CdR I particulate matter and lead in ambient air. 167/1998 214/1998 360/1998 
09 II 130s1 175.1 Coop->Cod+ COM/1997/604 1997/0314/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. amending directive 21.11.1997 CES : 29.4.1998 JO C 
173 cons. CdR 94/67iEC on incineration of hazardous waste 214/1998 : 
09 II 130s1 175.1 Coop->Cod+ COM/1998/348 1998/0202/SYN Prop. for a Council dec. establishing a scheme 12.6.1998 17.12.1998 CES : 2.12.1998 
to monitor the average specific emissions of 
I 
174 cons. CdR carbon dioxide from new passenger cars 
09 11 130s1 175.1 Coop-> Cod+ COM/1998/398 1998/0228/SYN Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) on substances 14.8.1998 17.12.1998 CES : 2.12.1998 
i 
175 cons. CdR that deplete the ozone layer I 
09 11 130s1 175.1 Coop-> Cod+ COM/1998/415 1998/0225/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. amending directive 8.7.1998 CES : 27.1.1999 I 
88/609/EEC on the limitation of emissions of 
certain pollutants into the air from large 
176 cons. CdR combustion plants 
09 11 130s1 175.1 Coop-~od+ COM/1998/489 1998/0272/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. relating to the 3.9.1998 17.12.1998 CES : 2. 12.1998 
availability of consumer information on fuel 
economy in respect of the marketing of new 
177 cons. CdR passenger cars 
09 11 130s1 . 175.1 Coop->Cod+ COM/1998/SS8 1998/0289/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. on the incineration of 7.10.1998 -
178 cons. CdR waste 
• 09 11 130s1 175.1 Coop->Cod+ COM/1998/591 1998/0333/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. relating to limit va_lues 1.12.1998 
for benzene and carbon monoxide in ambient 
179 <;ons. CdR air 
09 11 130s1 175.1 Coop->Cod+ COM/1998/622 1998/0303/SYN Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) allowing 30.10.1998 
voluntary participation by organisations in a 
community eco-management and audit 
180 cons. CdR scheme 
09 II 130s.1 175.1 Coop->Cod+ COM/19981720 1998/0336/SYN Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) cone. the 9.12.1998 
181 cons. CdR financial instrument for the environment (life) 
-· ' 
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09 II IJOsl 175,1 Coop->Cod+ COM/ 199&1769 1998/0350/SYN Prop. for a Council dec. setting up a 16.12.1998 
community framework for cooperation in the 
182 cons. CdR field of accidental marine pollution 
09 II IJOsl 175.1 Coop->Cod+ COM11998n72 1998/0358/SYN Prop. for a Council rec. providing for 16.12 1998 
minimum criteria for environmental 
183 cons. CdR inspections in the member states 
10 0 Dir./CEFJCS COM/1997/166/2 Prop. for a Council dec. authorizing the 22.4 1997 
french Republic to extend the application of a 
measure derogating from article 2 and 10 of 
the sixth Council dir. (77/388/EEC) of 17 
May 1977 on the hannonization of the laws of 
184 388n7tart27 the member states relating to turnover taxes 
10 0 Dec./CEFJCS/ 544/92; COM/ 1997/2 15/2 Prop. for a Council dec. authorizing the 14.5.1997 
french Republic to extend the application of 
measures derogating from article 17 and 
Dir./CEEICS article 22(3), (4) and (5) of the sixth Council 
dir. (77/388/EEC) of 17 May 1977 on the 
harmonization of the laws of the member 
185 388n7/art27 states relating to turnover taxes 
10 0 Dir./CEFJCS COM/1997n4/2 Prop. for a Council dec. authorizing the 27.2.1997 
french Republic to extend the application of a 
771388/art27; 
m:asure derogating from article 17 of the 
Dec./CEFJCS 89/488; sixth Council dir. (77/388/EEC) of 17 May 
1977 on the hannonization of the laws of the 
186 Dec./CEFJCS 93/109 member states relating to turnover taxes 
10 I 28 26 COM/19881502 Prop. for a Council reg.(EEC) temporarily 17.5.1 988 
suspending import duties on certain weapons 
187 I and military equipment 
10 1 100 94 COM/1989/60/3 Prop. for a Council dir. amending directive 8.2.1989 CES : 13.7.198910 C 
77n991EEC cone. mutual assistance by the 
competent authorities of the member states in 
188 the field of direct taxation and V.A.T. 221/1989 i 
10 I 100 94 COM/1990/595 Prop. for a Council dir. cone. arrangements 28.11.1990 IU.I99:!0C CES : 20.J . 1991 10 C 
for the taking into account by enterprises of 
the losses of their penn anent establishment 
and subsidiairies situated in other member 
189 states 94/ 1992 12011991 
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10 I 100 94 COM/1993/293/1 Prop. for a Council dir. amending directive 26.7.1993 19.4.1994 JO c CES : 24.1 L 1993 JO 
90/434/EEC of23 July 1990 on the common 
system of taxation applicable to mergers, 
divisions, transfers of assets and exchanges of 
shares cone. companies of different member 
190 states 128/1994 c 34/1994 
10 I 100 94 COM/1993/29312 Prop. for a Council dir. amending directive 26.7.1993 19.4.1994 JO C CES : 24.11.1993 JO 
90/435/EEC of23 July 1990 on the common 
system of taxation applicable in the case of 
parent companies and subsidiairies of 
191 different member states 128/1994 c 34/1994 
10 I 28 26 COM/ 19941232 1994/0 140/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) setting out the 8.6.1994 16.6.199S JO C 
cases where relief from import duties or 
192 export duties shall be granted 166/1995 
10 I 99 93 COM/1994/370 1994/0 197/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. amending directive 15.9.1994 16.6.1995 JO C CES: 21.12.1994 JO 
77/388/EEC and determining the scope of 
article 14( 1) (d) as regards exemption from 
V.A.T. on the final importation of certain 
193 goods 166/1995 c 397/1995 
10 I 99 93 COM/1997/30 I 997/0111/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. cone. the restructuring 12.3J997 CES : 29.10.1997 JO 
of the community framework for the taxation 
194 of energy products c 19/1998 
10 I 99 93 COM/1997/325 1997/0186/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. amending directive 25.6.1997 17.9.1991 JO C CES : 29.10.1997 JO 
77/388/EEC on the common system ofV.A.T. 
195 'the V.A.T. committee) 313/1998 c 19/1998 
10 I 99 93 COM/1997/326 1997/0181/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. amending directive 27.6.1997 17.9.1991JOC CES : 29.10.1997 JO 
92/12/EEC on the general arrangements for 
products subject to excise duty and on the 
holding, movement and monitoring of such 
196 [products 313/1998 c 19/1998 
10 I 99 93 COM/199714 1997/0030/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. amending directive 29.1.1997 CES : 28.5.1997 JO C 
77/388/EEC as regards the V.A.T. 
arrangements applicable to 
197 telecommunications services 28711997 
10 I IOOa 95 COM/1997/691 1997/0356/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. 12.12.1997 CES : 27.5.1998 JO C 
approximating the legal arrangements for the 
198 [protection of inventions by utility model 235/1998 
10 I 113/ 133 COM/1998122/1 1998/0016/ACC Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending reg. 23.1.1998 CES : 29.4.1998 JO C 
(EEC) n. 3677/90 laying down measures to be 
taken to discourage the diversion of certain 
substances to the illicit manufacture of 
199 narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances. 214/1998 
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10 I IOOa 95 COM/199812212 1998/0017/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. amending 23.1.1991 20.11.1991JOC CES : 29.4.1998 JO C 
Council dir. 92/1 09/EEC relating to the 
manufacturing and placing on the market of 
certain substances used in the illicit 
manufacture of narcotic drugs ans 
200 I psychotropic substances. 379/1998 214/1991 
10 I 28; IOOa; 113 26; 95; 133 COM/19981226/2 1998/0 134/COD Prop. for an european and Council reg. (EC) 3.6.1991 CES : 27,1.1999 
amending Council reg. (EEC) n° 2913/92 
201 establishing the community customs code 
10 I 100 94 COM/19981295 1998/0 193/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. to ensure a minimum 20.S.I991 
of effective taxation of savings income in the 
form of interest payments within the 
202 community 
10 I 99 93 COM/1991130 1998/0025/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. governing the tax 10,2.1991 II 6.1991JO C CES : 27.S. I991 JO C 
treatment of private motor vehicles moved 
permanently to another member state in 
connection with a transfer of residence or 
used temporarily in a member state other than 
203 that in which they are registered 210/1998 23S/1998 
10 I 99 93 COM/ I 9911320/1 1998/0 189/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. amending directive IS.S. I991 CES : IS.IO, I991 JO 
92!19/EEC on the -approximation of taxes on 
cigarettes, directive 92/80/EEC on the 
approximation of taxes on manufactured 
tobacco other cigarettes and directive 
. 95159/EC on taxes other than turnover taxes 
which affect the consumption of 
204 manufactured tobacco c 41011991 
10 I JOOa 95 COM/I 9911364/2 1998/0206/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. amending 2S.6.1991 CES : 27,1.1999 
Council dir. 76/308/EEC on mutual assistance 
for the recovery of claims resulting from 
operations forming part of the system of 
fmancing the european agricultural guidance 
and guarantee fund, and of agricultural levies 
and customs duties and in respect ofV.A.T. 
205 and certain excise duties i 
10 I 99 93 COM/19911317/ 1 1998/0209/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. amending directive 17.6.1991 14.1.1999 CES : 27.1.1999 
! 
77/388/EEC as regards the rules governing 
206 the right to deduct V.A.T. 
10 I 99 93 COM/19911377/2 1998/0210/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) on verification 17.6.1991 14,1.,1999 CES : 27.1.1999 
measures, measures relating to the refund 
system and administrative cooperation 
measures necessary for the application of 
207 directive 98/xxx/EC 
133 
133 
1998/0087/CNS 
1998/0331/CNS 
I 999/0056/CNS 
COM/1999/86 
for a Council dec. on a community 
on an amendment to protocol 3 on 
ldefmition of the concept of"originating products" and methods of administrative r1\n""'""'ion set out in the europe agreement 
the European communities and the 
laoolying on an experimental basis a reduced 
rate on labour-intensive services 
for a Council reg. (EC) amending annex 
reg. (EEC) n° 2658/87 on the 
and statistical nomenclatures and on the 
Jcomrnon customs tariff(drilling platforms) 
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10 I 28 26 COM/1999/87 Prop. for a Council reg. {EC) amending annex 2S.2.1999 
I to Council reg. (EEC) no 2658/87 on the 
tariff and statistical nomenclature and on the 
common customs tarifT(chapter 27) 
217 
10 II 99; I30s2 93; 175.2 +cons. CdR COM/19921226 1992/l019/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. introducing a tax on. 2 6 1992 2.3.199S JO C CES : 20.1993 JOC 
108/1993 CES . 
21.3.199610 c 
218 carbon dioxide emissions and energy 68/199S 174/1996 
II 0 Council Decision 971316 Decision Conseil COM/1999/14 1999/00 Ill A VC Proposal for a DEC .. accnsion by the EC to United N•tions 28101/99 
971316 Economic Commission (ot Europe Regulation No 67 on the 
•pprovol of speciol equipment for motor veltic:lcs fuolled by 
219 liquefied petroleum gu 
11 0 Council Decision COM/1998/564 199810292/ A VC Prop. for a Council dec. on the position of the IS.IO.I991 
European community on the draft reg. of the 
united nations economic Commission for 
europe cone. uniform provisions for the 
approval of tank vehicles of categories n and 
220 97/836/EC o with regard to roll-over stability 
11 0 Council Decision COM/1998/565 1998/0297/ A VC Prop. for a Council dec. on the position of the 20.10.1998 
European community on the draft reg. of the 
united nations economic Commission for I 
europe cone. the approval of specific ~ 
\ components of motor vehicles using 
compressed natural gas (eng) in their 
propulsion systems and of vehicles with 
regard to the installation of specific 
components of an approved type for the use of 
compressed natural gas (eng) in their 
221 97/836/EC I propulsion systems 
11 0 Council Decision COM11998n97 1999/0001/AVC Prop. for a Council dec. on the position of the 6.1.1999 
European community on the draft reg. of the 
united nations economic Commission for 
europe cone. the approval of motor vehicle 
headlamps emitting an asymmetrical passing 
beam or a driving beam or both and equipped 
222 97/836/EC with filament lamps 
II 0 Council Decision COM/1998n98 1998/0363/A VC Prop. for a Council dec. on the position of the 6.1.1999 
European community on the draft reg. of the 
united nations economic Commission for 
europe cone. the approval of motor vehicle 
headlamps emitting an symmetrical passing 
beam or a driving beam or both and equipped 
223 97/836/EC with filament lamps 
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224 
II I IOOa 195 
225 
II I 57 .2; 66; I OOa 147.2; 55; 95 
226 
II I IOOa 195 
227 
228 II I IOOa 95 
II I IOOa 95 
229 
II I 43 37 
230 
II I 43 ' 37 
231 
II I 43 37 
232 
II I 43 37 
233 
II I 43 137 I 
234 
II I I IIOOa 195 I 
235 
II I IIOOa 95 
236 
SEC/1995187 Rec. for a Council dec. on the opening of 
negotiations between the European 
conununity and the swiss confederation With 
a view to the conclusion of an agreement on 
COM/1993/322 
COM/1993/646 
COM/1994/97 
COM/1995/130 
COM1199Sn2211 
COM1199Sn2212 
COM/199Sn22/3 
COM/199Sn22/4 
COM/199Sn221S 
ICOM1199snnn 
ICOM/1996/347 
COM/1997/20 
the echange of information in the field of 
technical rc:g.s 
0472/COD !Prop.' for a E.P. and Council dir. on articles of' 14.10.1993 119.4.1994 JO c IcEs : 23.3.1994 JO c 
[Qrec1ous metal 128/1994 148/1994 
1994/0011/COD I Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. relating to I 31.1.1994 16.4.1995 JO c ICES : 6.7.1994 JO c 
cableway installations designed to carry 
!passengers 1 1109/1995 1388/1994 
1994/0076/COD I Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. amending I 28.3.1994 111.10.1995 JO c ICES : 6.7.1994 JO c 122.7.1997 JO c 118.12.1997 JO c 
1995/00 13/COD 
1996/0 112/COD 
P 996/0 113/CNS · 
1996/01 14/CNS 
1996/0115/CNS 
11996/0116/CNS 
· ji996/0 118/CN S 
11996/0200/COD 
Council dir. 89/398/EEC on the 
approximation of the laws of the member 
states relating to food stuffs intended for 
I particular nutritional uses 
Partially : prop. of dir. modi f. dir. 93/42 
Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. relating to 
1
,cocoa and chocolate products intended for 
human consu'!II'!ion 
Prop. for a Council dir. relating to certain 
sugars intended for human consumption 
Prop. for a Council dir. relating to honey 
Prop. for a Council dir. relating to fruit juices 
and certain similar products intended for 
human consumption 
Prop. for a Council dir. relating to certain 
partly or wholly dehydrated preseved milk for 
human consumption 
Prop. for a Council dir. relating to fruit jams, 
~ellies and marmelades and chestnut puree 
intended for human consuntJltion 
Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. cone. the 
. approximation of the laws,reg.s and 
administrative provisions of the member 
states relating to the classification, packaging 
and labelling of dangerous preparations 
1997/0027/COD I Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. amending 
directive 79/112/EEC on the approximation o 
the laws of the member states relating to the 
labelling presentation and advertising of food 
stuffs 
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l287/1995 388/1994 1297/1997 11411998 
11.4.1996 II23.101997JOC CES.31101996JO 
339/1997 c 56/1997 
17.4.1996 I CES : 31.10.1996JO 
c 56/1997 
17.4.1996 I ICES : 31.10.1996)0 
C56/1997 
17.4.1996CES: 31.10.1996 JO 
c 56/1997 
17.4.1996 I IcEs : 31.10.1996 JO 
c 56/1997 
17.4.1996 I IcEs : 3l.IO.I996JO 
C56/1997 
I I 
18.7.1996 I26.6.1997JOC IcES : 19.3.1997JOCI24.9.1998JOC 
22211997 15811997 136011998 
10.2.1997 CES : 28.5.1997 JO C 
28711997 
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II I I liOOa 195 COM/19971276 
237 
II I IIOOa 95 COM/19971336 
238 
II I IIOOa 95 COM/1997/369 
239 
II I (IOOa 95 COM/19971627 
240 
II I ll29dl 156 COM/1997/66112 
241 
II I ltOOa 95 COM/1997/680 
242 
II I IIOOa 95 COM/1997nJ8 
243 
G I H I I 
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1997/0176/COD !Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. relating to I 18.6.1997 
special provisions for vehicles used for the 
carriage of passengers comprising more than 
eight seats in addition to the driver's seat and 
amendine. Council dir. 70/156/EEC 
1997/0190/COD I Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. relating to 
motor vehicles and their trailers transporting 
certain animals and amending directive 
70/1 56/EEC in respect of the type-approval of 
motor vehicles and their trailers 
1997/0197/COD !Prop. for E.P. and Council dir. on the 
approximation of provisions laid down by 
law, reg. or administrative action relating to 
the implementation of good clinical practice 
in the conduct of clinical trials on medicinal 
loroducts for human use 
2.7.1997 
3.9.1997 
J K L 
I ;',~1~~-~~-~ J ; o Aatruvis, , PooltiM 
au•••H 
18.11.1991 JO C ICES : 2S.2 1998 JO C 
379/1998 1129/1998 
16.7.1998 JO C ICES: 10.12.1997 JO 
292/1998 IC 73/1998 
17.11.1998JO C ICES: 28.1.1998 JO C 
379/1998 I9S/1998 
1997/0350/COD !Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. amending 
Council dir. 88n7/EEC'on the approximation 
of the laws of the member states relating to · 
the measures to be taken against the emission 
of gaseous and particulate polluants from 
diesel en2ines for use in vehicles. 
3.12.1997 121.10.199110 C ICES . 9.9.1998 JOC 
1997/0340/COD I hop. for a E.P. and Council dec. on a series 
of guidelines, incl. the identification of 
projects of common interest, for trans-
european networks for the electronic 
interchange of data between administrations 
lrida) 
I 997/0348/COD I Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. amending 
Council dir. 92/23/EEC relating to tyres for 
motor vehicles and their trailers and to their 
fittin2 
199810005/COD !Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. amending for 
the 18th time directive 76n69/EEC on the 
approximation of the laws, reg.s and 
administrative provisions of the member 
states relating to restrictions on the marketing 
and use of certain dangerous substances and 
I preparations 
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341/1998 1407/1998 
12.12.1997 18.11.1991 JO C ICdR: 14.S.I998 JO Cl20.121991 
2SI/1991 CES : 
29.4.1991 JO C 
379/1998 2WI998 
10,12.1997 llt.Z.I991JOC ICES;27.S.l991JOC 
10/1998 23S/1991 
7.1.1998 18.2.1998 JO C ICES : 2H.I998 JO Cl14.12.1991 JO C 
10/1991 214/1991 1111999 
M 
PEUmeleettlre 
.. 
II I I IIOOa 
II I I IIOOa 
II ·I I llOOa 
II IOOa 1998/0277 /COD 
II IOOa 95 
II 43 1999/130 I 999/0072/CNS 
!approximation of the iaws of the member 
of motor vehicles 
a E.P. and Council dir. amending 
dir. 701221/EEC on the I approximation of the laws of the member 
1 procedure for the establishment of maximum 
limits of veterinary medicinal 
lnrntlnt"'< in foodstuffs of 
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II I I 13; 228.2ph I 133; 300.2phl COM/1999/132 Prop. for a Council dec. cone. the conclusion 19.3.1999 
of an agreement in the form of an exchange of 
letters between the European community, of 
the one part, and the Republic of iceland, of 
the other part, on protocol 2 to the agreement 
251 between the EEC and the Republic of iceland 
II I 113 133 COM/1999/116 1999J009.4/ACC Proposal for a COUNCIL REGULATION (EC) ostablishing 22.4.1999 
certain measurn concerning impona of procemd agri<ultural 
products from Switurland in order to take account of the 
results of the Uruguay Round neJOtiations in the aphural 
252 sector 
II I I 13; 228.2ph I; 228.3al2 133; 300.2ph I; COM/1999127 1999/00lliAVC Prop. for a Dec.: approval on behalf of the EC 27.1.1999 
of the agreement concerning the establishing 
of global technical regulations for wheeled 
vehicles, equipment and partS which can be 
fitted and/or be used on wheeled vehicles 
I ("parallel agreement") I 253 300.3al2 
II I IOOa 95 COM/1999/32 1999/0007/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. on the 10.2.1999 
approximation of the laws of the member 
states relating to the front underrun protection 
of motor vehicles and amending Council dir. 
254 70/156/EEC 
II I IOOa 95 COM/1999/40 1999/0014/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. amending 4.2.1999 
Council dir. 80/181/EEC on the 
approximation of the laws of the member 
255 states relating to units of measurement 
II II 129d3 156 Coop->Cod COM/1997/661/3 1997/0341/SYN Prop. for a Council dec. adopting a series of 12.12.1997 11.11.1998JOC CdR : 14.S.I998 JO C 20.12.1998 
actions and measures in order to ensure 
interoperability of and access to trans- 2S1/1998 CES : 
european networks for the electronic 2941998JOC 
interchange of data between administrations 
256 ida) 379/1998 21411998 
12 0 COM/19981344 Prop. for a Council dec. on the signature by 2.6.1998 
!he European community of the un/ECe 
convention on acces to information, public 
participation and acces to justice in 
257 environmental matters 
12 I 128.5 151 ~ COM/1997/549 I 997/0290/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dec. establishing 30.10.1997 30 4.1998 JO C CdR : 13.3.1998 JO C 24.7.1998 JO C 13.1.1999 
a community initiative for "the european city 
258 of culture" event 1S2/1998 18011998 28S/1991 
12 I 128.5 151 COM/1998!266/2 1998/0 169/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dec. establishing 6.S.I998 S.II.I998JOC CdR : 18.11 1998 
a single financing and programming 
instrument for cultural cooperation (culture 
259 2000 proRI1lllUTie) JS9/1998 
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12 I 130.3 157.3 COM/1999/111 1999/0066/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. cone. community 11.3.1999 
participation in the european audiovisual 
260 observatory 
13 0 SEC/1998/1891 Rec. for a Council dec. authprising the 13.11.1998 
member states to unanimously approve, on 
behalf of the European communities, the 
adoption by the committee of ministers of the 
Council of europe of an amendment to allow 
the European communities to accede to the 
convention for the protection of individuals 
with regard to automatic processing of 
261 I personal data 
13 0 COM/1990/31413 Draft resolution of the representatives of the 18.7.1990 
gevemments of the member states of the 
European communities meeting within the 
262 Council 
13 0 Dir./CEEICS COM! 19981724 Prop: for a Council dir. amending directive 19.1.1999 
78/660/art53/par2; 78/660/EEC as regards the revision of Dir./CEEICS 
263 amounts expressed in ecus 
13 I 54.3g 44.2g COM/19721887 0003/COD Prop. for a fifth ep and Council dir. on the 21.9.19n 10.7.199110 c CES : 29.5.197410 C 
coordination of safeguards which for the 
protection of the interests of members and 24011991 10911974 CES : 
outsiders are required by ms of companies 
within the meaning of art. 58 second para., 
with respect to company structure and to the 11.5.198210 c 3.7.199110 c 
powers and responsabilities of company 
264 boards. 149/1982 269/IWI 
13 I 54.3g 44.2g COM/1984n27 0038/COD Prop. for a tenth directive of the E.P. and 14.12.1984 CES : 26.9.1985 10 C 
Council based on article 54(3)(g) of the treaty 
cone. cross-border mergers ofpublic limited 
265 companies 303/1985 
13 • I 57.2ph3 47.2ph1 COM/198Sn88 0046/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir._ on the 19.12.1985 13.3.198710 c CES : 3.7.198610 C 
' 
coordination of laws,reg.s and administrative 263/1986 IME : 
provisions relating to the re-organization and 30.10.199810C 
266 the winding-up of credit institutions 99/1987 332/1998 
13 I 57.2; 66 47.2; 55 COM/1986n68 1986/0080/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. on the 23.12.1986 IS.3.198910C CES : 24.9.191710 C 
coordination oflaws, reg.s and administrative 
r pro.visions relating to the compulsory winding 
267 up of direct insurance undertakings 96/1989 319/1987 
13 I IOOa 95 COM/1989/268/1 0218/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council reg. on the 24.8.1989 24.1.1991 CES : 28.3.199010 C 
268 statute for an european company 124/1990 
-- - -
L_ _____ 
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13 I IOOa 95 COM/1989126812 0219/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. 24.1.1989 24.1.1991 CES : 21.3.1990JOC 
complementing the statue for a european 
company with regard to the involvement of 
269 employees in the european company 124/1990 
13 I IOOa 95 COM/1993/342 0463/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council reg. on the 3.12.1993 CES : 22.2.1995 JO C 
11011995 CES : 
6.7.1994 JOC 
270 community design 388/1994 
13 I 49; 54.2; 63.2 40; 44.1 ; 52.1 COM/1995/348 I 995/0202/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. amending 12. 7 . 199~ 23.10.1996JOC CdR : 11.1.1996JOC ! 
directive 681360/EEC on the abolition of 
restrictions on movement and residence within 
the community for workers of member states 129/1996 CES : 
and their families and directive 73/148/EEC ' 
on the abolition of restrictions on movement 21.3.1996 JO C 
and residence within the community for 
! 
nationals of member states with regard to 
271 establishment and the provision of services )47/1996 174/1996 
13 I 54 44 COM/1995/655 1995/0341/COD Prop. for a 13th E.P. and Council dir. on 7.2.1996 26.6.1997 JO C CES: 11.7.1996 JO C 
272 company law cone. taxover bids 22211997 29511996 
13 I 49; 57 .. 1; 57.2phl+3; 66 40; 47.1 ; COM/1996122 199610031/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. establishing 1.2.1996 20.2.1997 JOC CES : 10.7.1996JOC 29.6.1991 JO C 1.10.1991 JO C 
a mechanism for the recognition of 
qualifications in respect of the professional 
activities covered by the directives on 
liberalization and transitional measures and 
supplementing the general systems for the 
273 47.2.1• 55 recognition of qualifications IS/1997 295/1996 262/1991 32111991 
13 I 235; 228.2ph2; 228.3all 308; 308; COM/19961367 1996/0190/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. approving the 22.7.1996 16.5.199710 c CES : 29.1.1997 JO C 
300.2ph2; accession of the European community to the 
protocol relating to the madrid agreement 
300.3all 
cone. the international registration of marks, 
274 adopted at madrid on 27 June 1989 16711997 19/1997 
13 I 235 308 COM/1996/372 1996/0198/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) modifying 24.7.1996 16.5.1997 JO C CES : 29.1.1997 JOC 
Council reg. (EC) no. 40/94 of20 December 
1993 on the community trade mark to give 
' 
effect to accession of the European 
community to the protocol relating to the 
madrid agreement cone. the international 
275 marks adopted at madrid on 27 June 1989 16711997 8911997 
13 I 57 .2; 66; 228.3all ; 47.2; 55; COM/1996/612 199610017/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. approving the 31.1.1996 17.9.1996JOC 
european convention relating to questions on 
300.2ph2; copyright law and neighbouring rights in the 
framework oftransfrontier broadcasting by 
276 228.2phl 300.3all satellite 320/1996 
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66; 100a 1997/0359/COD 
57.1; 57.2ph1 + 3; 1997/0345/COD 
1997/0357/COD 
1998/0141/AVC 
I professional qualifications and supplementing directives 77/452/EEC, 77/453/EEC, 
IIS:>t-'114/t:.t:.I...,IS:>/'f-'-"'t:.t:.\..., 85/433/EEC and 
laws, reg.s and administrative provisions 
to undertakiog for collective 
in transferable securities 
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15.12.1997 
24.4.1991 
17.7.1991 
13 100a; 57.2; 66 55 
95 
a E.P. and Council dir. amendi}lg 
ldi,..,ctive 85/611/EEC on the coordination of 
reg.s and administrative provisions 
to undertaking for collective 
investment in transferable securities (ucits) 
a view to regulating management 
and 
1998/0252/COD I Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. on the taking 
up, the pursuit and the prudential supervision 
of the business of electronic money 
1998/0253/COD IProp. for a E.P. and Council dir. amending 
directive 77n80IEEC on the co-ordination of 
reg.s and administrative provisions 
to the taking up and pursuit of the 
1998/0325/COD 
21.9.1991 
21 .9.1991 
11. 11.1991 
ofthe I 27.1.1999 
on the posting of workers who are 
I third-country nationals for the provision of 
1999/0013/CNS 27.1.1999 
30.11.1991 
1995/0201/CNS 
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Rec. for a Council dec. on the opening of 
negotiations between the European 
community and the swiss confederation on 
statistical co-operation 
1997/0155/COD !Prop. for a E.P. and Council reg. (EC) 
amending Council reg. (EEC) nr 3330/91 on 
the statistics relating to the trading of goods 
between member states 
1997/0162/COD I Prop. for a E.P. and Council reg. (EC) 
amending Council reg. (EEC) no 3330/91 on 
the statistics relating to the trading of goods 
between member states, with specific 
reference to the nomenclature of products 
1995/0232/CNS !Draft Council reg. (EC) on statistical returns 
in respect of carriage of passengers, freight 
and mail by air 
1999/0010/CNS I Draft Council reg. (EC) on waste management 
statistics 
Prop. for a Council reg. (EEC) adopting 
provisions for the application of certain 
control measures adopted by the northwest 
atlantic fisheries organization 
Draft - Council dec. authorizing the 
Commission to negotiate, on behalf of the 
community, a protocol amending the 
international convention on the reg. of 
whaling, washington, 2 December 1946 
Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) establishing the 
lists of species to be recorded in the fisheries 
logbo<Jk_an9Jall~i!lgdeclaration 
Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) introducing 
transitional measures for the management of 
certain mediterranean fisheries and modifying 
reg. (EC) no 1626/94 
Prop. for a Council reg.(EC) imposing 
definitive anti-dumping and countervailing 
duties on imports of fanned Atlantic salmon 
originating in Norway and repealing reg. (EC) 
No 1890/97 and (EC) No 1891/97 
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30.5. 1997 1.4.1998 JO C ICES : 29.10. 1997 JO [20.7.1998 JO C [16.12.1998 
138/1998 IC 1911998 128511998 
4.6.1997 1.4.1998 JO C ICES : 29.10.1997 JO 
13811998 c 1911998 
14.9.1995 29.2.1996JOC ICES : 23.11.1995 JO 
78/1996 c 39/1996 
27.1.1999 
13.12.1992 
15.7.1992 
6.7.1995 
15.3.1999 
26.3.1999 
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15 0 Accord/Peche/Seychelles COM/1999139/1 Prop. for a Council dec. on the conclusion of 3.2.1999 
CE/art 12; CE the agreement in the form of an exchange of . 
letters cone. the provisional application of the 
protocol defining for the period 18 january 
1999 to 17 january 2002 the fishing 
opportunities and the financial contribution 
provided for by the agreement between the 
European community and the Republic of 
Seychelles on fishing ofT the coast of 
304 Seychelles 
15 0 SEC/1996/1407 Rec. for a Council dec. authorizing the 11.9.1996 
Commission to negotiate fisheries agreements 
305 with certain mediterranean countries 
15 0 SEC/1996120 IS Rec. for a Council dec. authorising the II 11 .1996 
Commission to negotiate a fisheries 
306 agreement with New Zeeland 
15 0 SEC/1998/2167 Rec. for a Council dec. authorising the 18.12.1998 
Commission to open negotiations with iattc in 
view of amending the convention establishing 
iattc to allow for the accession of the 
307 community I 
15 I 43 37 COM/1992/394 199211 026/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EEC) setting up 14.9.1992 25.6.1993JOC 
licensing arrangements for fishing within the 
regulatory area defined by the Nafo 
convention by vessels flying the flag of a 
member state or registered at a community 
308 !port 19411993 
15 I 43 37 COM/1996/128 1996/0091/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) introducing 304.1996 15.1LI996JOC CES : 25.9.1996 JO C 
transitional measures into reg. (EC) no 
1626/94 laying down certain technical 
measures for the conservation of fishery 
309 resources in the mediterranean 36VI996 3011997 
15 I 43 37 COM/19981131/4 1998/0116/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) on structural 18.3.1998 CdR : 13.1 .1999CES 
: 10.9.199110 c 
40711991 cc > 
310 measures in the· fisheries sector 
29.10.1991 JO C 
401/1991 I 
15 I 43 37. COM/19981362 1998/0204/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) laying down 11.6.1998 16.12.1991 
certain control measures in respect of vessels 
flying the flag of non • contracting parties to 
the convention for the conservation of antartic 
311 marine living resources 
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15 I 43 37 COWI998/400 1998/0221/CNS ' Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending reg. 30.6.1998 15.12. 1998 
(EC) n° 858/94 introducing a system for the 
statistical monitoring of trade in bluefin tuna 
312 l(thunnus thynnus) within the community 
15 I 43 37 COWI998/620 1998/0305/CNS Prop. for a coucil reg. (EC) laying down 30.10.1998 
certain control measures to ensure compliance 
313 with the measures adopted by iccat 
15 I 43; 228.2ph I; 228.3all • 37; 300.2ph I; COWI998/690 1998/0332/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. relating to the 2.12.1998 
acceptance, by the European community of 
the amendment to the agreement of the 
general fisheries Commission for the 
mediterranean establishing an autonomous 
314 300.3all budget for that organisation 
15 I 42; 43 36;37 C0Wl998n28 1998/034 7/CNS Prop. for Council reg. (EC) laying down the 16.12.1998 
detailed rules and arrangements regarding 
. community structural assistance in the 
315 fisheries sector 
15 I 43 37 COW1998n&8 1998/0359/CNS Prop. for a Council Reg. amending for the 21.12.1998 
second time Regulation (EC) No 850/98 for 
the conservation of fishery resources through 
technical measures for the protection of 
316 juveniles of marine organisms 
15 I 43 37 COW1999/141 1999/0081/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. amending for the 26.3.1999 
third time reg. (EC) no 850/98 of30 march 
1998 for the conservation of fishery resources 
- through technical measures for the protection 
of juveniles of marine organisms 
317 
15 I 43; 228par2ph I; 37; 300.2phl; COW1999/39/2 1999/0024/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) on the 3.2.1999 
228.3all conclusion of the protocol defining, for the 
period18 january 1999 to 17 january 2002, 
the fishing opportunities and the financial 
contribution provided for by the agreement 
between the European community and the 
.. Republic of seychelles on fishing off 
318 300.3all seychelles 
15 I 28;42; 43 26;36;37 COW1999/SS 1999/0047/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) on the common 16.2.1999 
organisation of the markets in fishery and 
319 aquaculture products 
15 I 43 37 COM/1999170 1999/0050/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) establishing a 19.2.1999 
list of types of behaviour which seriously 
' 
infringe the rules of the common fisheries 
320 policy 
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15 I 43 37 COM/t999ns 1999/0051/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. amending directive 5.3.1999 
76/625/EEC cone. the statistical surveys to be 
carried out by the member states in order to 
determine the production potential of 
321 plantations of certain species of fruit trees 
15 I 43 37 COM/1999192 1999/0058/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. authorising the 26.2 1999 
Kingdom of spain to accede to the convention 
establishing the inter-american tropical tuna 
322 Commission on a temporary basis 
15 Ill 43 37; 300.2al2 COM1199Kn77 1998/0355/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. suspending the 16 12 1998 
agreement between the government of the 
Republic of Guinea-Bissau and the EEC on 
323 fishing off the coast of Guinea-Bissau 
16 0 Reg. 1365n5 COM/19931105/2 Prop. for a Council reg. (EEC, Euratom, 19.3.1993 29.10.1993 JOC 
ECSC) amending Council reg. (EEC, 
Euratom, ECSC) no I860n6 of29 June 1976 
laying down the conditions of employment of 
staff of the european foundation for the 
improvement of living and working 
324 conditions 315/1993 
16 I 24 fusion. + statut 283 + statut COM/1996/451 1996/0232/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC, Euratom, ECSC) 20.9.1996 12.3. 1997 JOC 
adjusting the daily subsistence allowance rates 
for officials on mission within the european 
territory of the member states of the E.U. laid 
down in article 13 of annex vii to the staff 
reg.s of officials of the European communities 
and introducing an annual adjustment 
325 I procedure IIS/1997 
16 I 24 fusion 283 COM/1998/312 1998/0 176/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending reg. IS.S.I998 cc : 23.9.1998 
(EEC, Euratom, ECSC) no 259/68 laying 
down the staffreg.s of officials ofthe 
European communities and the conditions of 
employment of the other servants of the 
326 . communities 
16 I 24 fusion 283 COM/1999/102 1999/0065/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending reg. 1.3. 1999 
(EC, Euratom, ECSC) no 259/68 laying down 
the staffreg.s of officials ofthe European 
communities and the conditions of 
employment of other servants of the 
327 communities 
-
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16 I I 24 fusion; Statut 283; Statut COM/ 1999/ 133 
328 
16 I 124 Fusion+ statu! 283 + statut SEC/ 1991/ 1612 
329 
I6 I 124 fusion; statut 283 + statut SEC/1991/2 120/4 
330 
I6 I 124 fusion 283 SEC/1991/2120/S 
331 
17 I IIOOa 95 COM/19911273/ 1 
332 
17 I 154 44 COM/1991127312 
333 
I7 I IIOOa 95 COM/t991/273/3 
334 
I7 I 154 44 COM/1991/273/4 
335 
17 I llOOa 95 COM/ 1991/273/S 
336 
I 7 I 154 44 COM/1991 /273/6 
337 
. 
G 
Rer. lateriait. t· 
,.-: =-: .... .... . 
1999/0076/CNS 
H 
. -~'"·~~, . \ .- :]'re_ /:(&~::~- ~ -~-· 
Prop. for a Council reg, (ecsc, ec, Euratom) 
incorporating daily subsistence allowance 
rates for officials on mission within the 
european territory of the member states of the 
E.U. for Austria, Finland and Sweden into 
article 13 of annex VII to the staff reg.s of 
officials of the European communities 
Prop. for a Council reg, (Euratom, ECSC, 
EEC) deterrninig the weightings applicable to 
the remuneratioon and pensions of officials 
and other servants of the European 
communities in the Federal Republic of 
Gerrnall}'_ with effect from 1 october 1990 
Prop. for a Council reg. (ecsc, eec, 
Euratom)amending the staff reg.s of officials 
and ihe conditions of employement of other 
servants of the Eur<>p_ean communities 
Prop. for a Council reg. (ECSC, EEC, · 
Euratom)amending various Council reg.s 
introducing special and temporary measures 
to terminate the service of officials and 
temporary staff of the European communities 
1991/0386/COD I Prop. for a E.P. and Council reg. (EC) on the 
statute for a eur<>p_ean association 
1991/0387/COD IProp. for a E.P, and Council dir. supplementig 
the statute for a european association with 
regard to the involvement of employees 
I99I/0388/COD I Prop. for a E.P. and Council reg. (EC) on the 
statute for a european cooperative society_ 
I99I/0389/COD IProp. for a E.P, and Council dir. 
supplementing the statute for a european 
cooperative society with regard to the 
involvement of employees 
I991/0390/COD I Prop. for a E.P. an~ Council reg. (EC) on the 
statute for a european mutual society 
1991/0391/COD -I Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. 
supplementing the statue for a european 
mutual society with regard to the involvement 
of employees 
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17 I 235 308 COM/1996/168 199610127/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. on a first multiaMual 30.4.1996 25.10.1996 JO C CdR: I4.111996JO 
programme to assist european tourism C 42/1997 CES · 26.9.1996 JO C 
338 "philoxenia" (1997-2000) 347/1996 30/!997 
17 I IOOa 95 COM/1998/126 1998/0099/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. combating 25.3.1998 17.9.1991JOC CES · 10.9 1998 JO C 
339 late Jlayment in commercial transactions 31311998 40711998 
18 I IOOa 95 COM/1995/520 199610161/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. on the sale of . 18.6.1996 10.3.1991JOC CES : 27.11 .1996!0 24.9 1991 JO C 17 12.1991 
340 consumer goods and associated guarantees 104/1998 c 66/1997 33311998 
18 I 100. 95 COM/1999/113 199910090/COD Proposal for a directive : labelling and presentation of foodstuffs 14.4.1999 
341 (oodified version) 
19 0 Regl./EEC/CS COM/1998/130/2 1998/01 18/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending aMex 17.3.1998 CES: 10.9.1998 JO C 
II to reg. (EC) n. 1164/94 establishing a 
342 1164/94/artk/annexe I cohesion fund. 407/1998 
19 I 130d2 161 COM/1998/130/1 1998/0104/AVC Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending reg. 17.3.1998 CdR : 1111 .1998 
CES : 10.9.1998 JOC 
343 (EC) n. 1164/94 establishing a cohesion fund. 40711991 
19 I 130d 161 COM/1998/131/1 1998/0090/AVC Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) laying down 18.3.1991 CdR : 11.9.1991JOC 
373/1991 CdR : 
13.1.1999 CES : 
10.9.1998JOC 
407/1991 cc : 
29.10.1998 JO C 
344 general provisions on the structural funds 40111998 
19 I 235 308 COM/1998/138 1998/0091/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) establishing an 17.3 1998 CdR : 18. 11 .1998 
CES : 1091991JOC 
instrument for structural policies for pre- 407/1998 cc: 
29.10.1991 JO C 
345 accession 40111991 
19 II I30e 162 Coop->Cod COM/1998/131/2 1998/0114/SYN Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) on the european 18.3.1998 19.11.1998 JO C CdR: 18.11.1998 
CdR: 13.1.1999 CES 
: 10.9.1991JO C 
40711998 cc : 
29.10.1991 JO C 
346 regional development fund 37911998 40111998 
20 0 SEC/1999/259 Rec. for a Council dec. authorizing the 25.2.1999 
Commission to negotiate an agreement in the 
form of an exchange of letters between the 
European community and the Republic of 
malta modifying the agreement establishing 
an association between the EEC and Malta 
347 
20 0 Accord/EEE/protocole SEC/1999/445 Draft dec. of the EEAjoint committee 24.3.1999 
adaptation/art86; amending protocol 31 to the EEA agreement, 
on cooperation in specific fields outside the 
Accord/EEE/protocole four freedoms- draft common position of the 
348 adaptation/art98 community-
20 0 Aecord/EEE/protocole SEC/1999/485 1999/0084/ ACC Draft DECISION OF THE EEA JOINT COMMITIEE 9.4 1999 
adaptation/ an86, an8S amendina Proocol 31 to the EEA Agreemcn~ on cooperation in 
specific fields outside the four freedoms- Draft common 
349 position or the Community 
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I 
the European communities and their 
states, of the one part, and Romania, 
other part, with regard to the 
!establishment of a joint consultative 
committee by the EU-Romania association 
Council 
Rec. for a Council dec. on opening 
negotiations with the Russian Federation and 
other space nations,as appropriate, with a 
to concl. an agreement on access to the 
launch 
Rec. for a Council dec. authorising the 
Commission to conduct negotiations with the 
Republic of Poland in view of cone!. an 
agreement in the steel sector in the form of an 
ofletters. 
Rec. for a Council dec. on the conclusion of a 
protocol to the association agreement between 
the EEC and Turkey consequent on the 
accession of the Hellenic Republic to the 
a Council reg. (EEC) withdrawing 
of the community generalized 
lnreferences scheme,and amending reg. (EEC) 
/92 extending into 1993 in particular the 
I application of reg. (EEC) no 3832/90 applying generalized tariff preferences for 
1991 in respect of certain textile products 
countries 
Page40 
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20 I 113 133 COM/1993/229 Prop. for a Council dec. amending the import 2S.S.I993 
arrangements established by Council 
reg.(EEC)no 3420/83and applied in Italy to 
certain state-trading countries in respect of 
357 various products 
20 I I 13; 228.2ph I I 33; 300.2ph I COM/199S/24S/l 1996/0053/ACC Prop. for a Council dec. on the conclusion by 28.2.1996 
the European community of the interim 
agreement between the European community, 
the european coal and steel community and 
the European Atomic Energy Corrununity, of 
the one part, and the Republic of Belarus of 
the other part, on trade and trade - related 
358 matters 
20 I 235 308 COM/199S/389 1995/0213/CNS Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) regarding the 26.7.1995 IS.2.1996JOC 
implementation of a special financial 6511996 13.12 1995 JO C 
359 cooperation measure for Turkey 1711996 
20 I 54.2; 57.2 demtere 44.1; 47.2.I; COM/1995/44 I995/0057/AVC Prop. for a Council and Commission dec. on 22.2.1995 
57.2; 71; 80.2; the conclusion of the partnership and 
phrase; 73C2; 75; 84.2; I33; 308; cooperation agreement between the European 
I 13; 235; 228.2ph2; 300.2ph2; communities and their member states of the 
300.3al2; one part,and the Republic of Belarus, of the ' 
360 228.3a12· 101.2 Euratom 1 01.2 Euratom other part 
20 I 54.2; 57.2 demiere 44.1;47.2 1; COM/19961135 1996/0092/AVC Prop. for a Council and Commission dec. on 27 3.1996 13 3.1997 JO C 
57.2; 71 ; 80.2; the conclusion of the partnership and phrase; 73C2; 75; 84.2; 133; 308; 
300.2.2; cooperation agreement between the European 113; 235; 228.2ph2; 
300.3 .2; 101.2 communities and their member states of the 
361 228.3at2· IOI.2 Euratom Euratom one part, and Georgia of the other part 115/1997 
20 I 54.2; 57.2 demiere 44.1; 47.2.1; COM/1996/ 136 1996/0093/AVC Prop. for a Council and Commission dec. on 27.3.1996 1).3.1997 JOC 
57.2; 71; 80.2; the conclusion of the partnership and 
phrase; 73C2; 75; 84.2; 133; 308; cooperation agreement between the European 
I 13; 235; 228 2ph2; 300.2ph2; communities and their member states of the 
300.3al2; one part,and the Republic of Armenia, of the 
362 228.3al2; 101.2 Euratom I 01.2 Euratom otherpart 11511997 
20 I 54.2; 57 .2 demiere 44.1 ; 47.2.1; COM/ 1996/ 137 1996/0094/ A VC Prop. for a Council and Commission dec. on 27.3.1996 13.3.1997 JOC 
57.2; 71 ; 80.2; the conclusion of the partnership and 
phrase; 73C2; 75; 84.2; 133; 308; cooperation agreement between the European 115/1997 
I I 3; 235; 228.2ph2; 300.2ph2; communities and their member states of the 
300.3al2; one part,and the Republic of Azerbaijan, of 
363 228.3al2; I 01.2 Euratom I 0 1.2 Euratom the other part 13.3.1997 
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20 126 149 
228.2ph2; 228.3a12; 
I 01.2 Euratom; 95 
101.2 
for a Council and Commission dec. on 
conclusion of a protocol to the partnership 
I European communities and their member 
countries 
Prop. for a dec. of the E.P. and the Council 
amending the basic dec. relating to the third 
phase of the youth for europe progranune to 
include Turkey among the beneficiary 
countries 
199610151/AVC !Prop. for a Council and Commission dec. on 
the conclusion of the partnership and 
cooperation agreement between the European 
communities and their member states of the 
199710163/ACC 
part,and the Republic ofUzbekistim,of 
established by the europe agreement 
on 16 December 1991 between the 
jE~opean communities and their member 
of the one part, and the Republic of 
, of the other part, with regard to the 
adjusting institutional aspects of the europe 
agreement between the European comniunittes1 
and their ~ember states, of the one part, and 
the Republic of Hungary, of the other part, to 
take account of the accession of the Republic 
of Austria, of the Republic of Finland and of 
of Sweden to the 
Paae42 
: 19.3.1997 JO C 
IJ.S.I996 
5.6.1996 
3.9.1997 
Commission relating to the conclusion of a 
protocol on the adaptation of the institutional 
aspects of the europe agreement between the 
101.2 Euratom; 95 I 
I 01.2 EuratomJ I j 
European communities and their member I states, of the one part, and the Czech 
Republic, of the other part, to take account of 
the accession of the Republic of Austria, of 
the Republic of Finland and of the Kingdom 
of Sweden to 
228.2ph2; 228.3a12;13I 0; 300.2ph2;1 ICOM/1997/295/3 1!997/0274/AVC !draft dec. of the Council and of the 
Commission relating to the conclusion of a 
on the adaptation of the institutional 
aspects of the europe agreement between the 
101.2 Euratom; 95 I 
I 0 I ~.2 E~ratoJ I I 
European communities and their member I states, of the one part, and the Republic of 
slovakia, of the other part, to take account of 
the accession of the Republic of Austria, of 
the Republic of Finland and of the Kingdom 
of Sweden to the E.U. 
1997/0275/AVC draft dec. of the Coun,.;t anA th .. f'nn>n>; •• ;nn I 17.10.1997 
relating to the conclus 
adjusting institutional 
agreement between the European 
101.2 Euratom; 95 I 
I 01.2 EuratomJ I -I 
and their member states, of the one part, and 
the Republic of Poland, of the other part, to 
take account of the accession of the Republic 
of Austria, of the Republic of Finland and of 
1997/0276/AVC 17.10.1997 
relating to the conclusion of a protocol 
adjusting institutional aspects of the europe 
agreement between the European 
I 01.2 Euratom; 95 I 
I 01.2 Euratom:! I I land their member states, of the one part, and the Republic of Bulgaria, of the other part, to 
take account of the accession of the Republic 
of Austria, of the Republic of Finland and of 
CECA I I I !the Kinedom of Sweden to the E.U. 
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I 1997/0277/AVC draft dec. of the Council and the Commission 17.10.1997 
300.3a12; 
I 0 1.2 Euratom; 95 
101.2 Euratom; 
CECA 95CECA 
I 1113; 228.2phl 133; 300.2ph I 
I 1113; 228.2phl; 95 133; 300.2al2; 
CECA 195 CECA 
54.2; 66; 57.2 demiere 144.1; 55; 
47.2.1; 57.2; 
phrase; 228.3al2; · 71; 80.2; 93; 
94' 133' 308· 228.2ph2; 235; 113; 100; 1 3~_331;; ' 
99; 84.2; 75; 101al2 t300.2ph2; 
Euratom; 73.C2 
228.3all; 127.4; 130.3 
I 01.2 Euratom; 
73.c2 
150.4; 157; 
300.3al2 
COM/19971297/4 
COM/1997/452 
COM/1997/55712 
COM/1997/562 
relating to the conclusion of a protocol 
adjusting institutional aspects of the europe 
agreement between the European communities 
and their member states, of the one part, and 
Romania, of the other part, to take account of 
the accession of the ~epublic of Austria, of 
the Republic of Finland and of the Kingdom 
of Sweden to the E.U. 
1997/0282/CNS I Prop. for a Council dec.: cone!. of a protocol 
adjusting trade aspects of the Europe 
Agreement between the EC and their Member 
States, of the one part, and Poland, of the 
other part, to take account of the accession of 
Austria, of Finland and of Sweden to the 
European Union and th~ outcome of the 
Uruguay Round negotiations on agriculture, 
including improvements to the existing 
I preferential arrangements 
1997/0236/ACC I Prop. for a dec. of the Council and the 
Commission on the position to be taken by the 
community within the association Council 
established by the europe agreement signed on 
16 December 1991 between the European 
communities and their member states of the 
one part, and the Republic of Poland of the 
other part regarding the extension of the 
period during which Poland May grant public 
aid in the steel sector 
1997/0295/ A VC I Prop. for a Council and Commission dec. on 
the conclusion of a protocol to the partnership 
and cooperation agreement between the 
European communities· and their member 
states, of the one part, and the Russian 
Federation, of the other part 
1997/0311/CNS I Prop. for a Council dec. cone. the community 
position within the association Council on the 
participation of Hungary in a community 
programme within the framework of 
community audiovisual policy 
Page 44 
17.10.1997 
12.9.1997 
29.10.1997 
7.11.1997 
J K L M 
18.12.1998 
151; 300.3all 
133 
COM/1998/600/1 
1997/0022/CNS 
1998/0094/CNS 
1998/0129/CNS 
1998/0152/CNS 
l"nnnt'rHtinn agreement between the European 
!communities and their member states and 
established by the europe agreement 
on 19 December 1994 between the 
Eurooean communities and their member 
of the one part, and the Slovak 
"-cpuolic, of the other part, with regard to the 
I extension for a further period of five years in 
position within the association Council on the 
participatic.1 of the Slovak Republic in the 
in the field of culture 
998 
3.4.1998 
27.4.1998 
1998/0224/ACC I Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) cone. the tariff I 30.6.1998 
treatment applicable upon importation of 
certain types of food supplements originating 
1998/0299/CNS I Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) regarding the I 21.10.1991 
implementation of measures to intensify the 
customs union 
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388 
389 
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20 I, 1 n; 228.2phl 133; 300.2phl COM/1998/61711 1998/0304/ACC Prop. for a Council dec. on the conclusion by 2.12.1998 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
I 235; 203 Euratom 308; 203 
Euratom 
I 130m; 228.3all; I 01.2 170; 300.3all ; 
Euratom 
I 01.2 Euratom 
I l130m; 228.3all ; 101.2 IJ70; 300.3all ; 
Euratom 
I 01.2 Euratom 
I I 130m; 228.3all ; 101.2 p 70; 300.3all ; 
Euratom 
I 01.2 Euratom 
I l130m;228.3all; 101.2 p70; 300.3all ; 
Euratom 
I 01.2 Euratom 
COM/1998n53 
COM/1999/46/1 
COM/1999/46/2 
COM/1999/46/3 
COM/1999/46/4 
the European community of the interim 
agreement between the European community, 
the european coal and steel community and 
the European Atomic Energy Community, of 
the one part, and Turkmenistan, of the other 
I part, on trade and trade-related matters 
1998/0368/CNS I Prop. for a Council reg. (Euratom, ec) cone. 
the provision of assistance to economic 
refonn and recovery in the new independent 
states and Mo!!S_olia 
1999/0040/CNS I Prop. for a Council dec. cone. the community 
position within the association Council on the 
association of the Czech Republic to 
community programmes in the field of 
research, technological development and 
demonstration (1998-2002) and to 
programmes for research and training 
activities (1998-2002) 
1999/0041/CNS I Prop. for a Council dec. co~>c."the community 
position within the association Council on the 
association of the Republic of Estonia to 
community programmes in the field of 
research, technological development and 
demonstration (1998-2002) 
1999/0042/CNS I Prop. for a Council dec. cone. the community 
position within the association Council on the 
association of the Republic of Hungary to 
community programmes in the field of 
resear~h, technological development and 
demonstration (1998-2002) and to 
programmes for research and training 
activities (1998-2002) 
1999/0043/CNS I Prop. for a Council dec. cone. the community 
position within the association Council on the 
association of the Republic of Latvia to 
community programmes in the field of 
research, technological development and 
demonstration (1998-2002) and to 
programmes for research and training 
activities (1998-2002) 
Page 46 
8.1.1999 
8.2.1999 
8.2.1999 
8.2.1999 
8.2.1999 
a Council dec. cone. the commu!lity 
Euratom I I I I I position within the association Council on the 
association of the Republic of Lithuania to 
community programmes in the field of 
research, technological development and 
demonstration (1998-2002) 
I 01.2 Euratom 
I; 101.2 1170; 300.3all; COM/1999/46/6 1999/0045/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. cone. the community 
position within the association Council on the 
association of the Republic of Poland of 
community programmes in the field of 
research, technological development and 
(1998-2002) 
cone. the community I 1.2.1999 
within the association Council on the 
Republic of Slovenia to 
programmes in the field of 
technological development and 
(1998-2002) and to 
for research and training 
(1998-2002) 
20 I I 1126; 127; 228.3all COM/1999ni 1999/0052/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. cone. the com"'"";"' 18.2.1999 
position within the association Counc 
of Slovenia in community 
in the fields of training, youth 
and education 
1999/0054/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. cone. the COntml'";"' 11.2.1999 
position within the association Council o 
of Slovenia in the community 
in the field of small and medium-
-
sized enterprises 
20 I I I 130m; 228.3all; I 01.2 1170; 300.3all; I ICOM/1999/84/1 11999/0060/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. cone. 
Euratom nn~itinn within the association Council on the 
of the Republic of Bulgaria to 
programmes in the field of 
technological development and 
(1998-2002) and to 
for research and training 
I 01.2 Euratom I I I 1activities (1998-2002) 
Paae 47 
a Council dec. cone. the community 
within the association Council on the 
of Romania to cOmmunity 
in the field of research, 
development and demonstration 
and to programmes for research 
training activities (1998-2002) 
I 01.2 Euratom 
20 I I I 130m; 228.3all; 101.2 1170; 300.3all; COM/1999/8413 1999/0062/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. cone. the community I 24.2.1999 
Euratom nn•itinn within the association Council on the 
of the Slovalc Republic to 
programmes in the field of 
development and 
(1998-2002) and to 
for research and training 
(1998-2002) 
for a Council dec. cone. the community 
within the association Council on the 
of the Czech Republic in the 
programmes in the fields of health 
1fl I land social ~tier I Prnn fnr a Council dec. on the conclusion of . 6.6.1990 
financial Protocol 
20 I I 11 13; 228.2phl IJ33; 300.2pht 1 ISEC/199711422 - IJ997/0207/ACC !Prop. for a Council dec. on the position tn ~ I 17.7.1997 
by the community within the 
established by the europe agreement 
on 16 December 1991 between the 
communities and their member 
of the one part, and the Republic of 
of the other part, with regard to the 
for a further period of five years of 
provisions of article 63 (4) (a) of the 
agreement cone. the modalities of 
aid granted by Poland 
II 127 150 Coop+ Ces->Cod COM/1996/19913 . 1996/0132/SYN Prop. for a dec. of the Council amending the 13.5.1996 CES : 19.3.199710 C 
basic dec. relating to the Leonardo programme 
to include Turkey among the beneficiary 
+CdR countries ISS/1997 
II 130W 
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21 0 COM/ 1980/616/S Draft protocol to the agreement between the 23.10.1910 
member states of the ~uropean coal and steel 
community and the arab Republic of egypt, 
consequent on the accession of the Hellenic 
406 Republic to the community 
21 0 COM/1980/616/6 Draft protocol to the agreement between the 23 .10.1910 <' 
! 
member states of the european coal and steel 
community and the hashemite Kingdom of 
jordan, consequent on the accessi~n of the 
407 Hellenic Republic to the community 
21 0 COM/1980/61617 Draft protocol to the agreement between the 23.10.1980 
member states of the european coal and steel 
community and the lebanese 
Republic,consequent on the accession of the 
408 Hellenic Republic to the community 
21 0 COM/ 19871172!2 Draft protocol to the agreement between the 13.4.1917 
member states of the European Coal and Steel 
Community and the People's Democratic 
Republic of Algeria consequent on the 
accession of Spain and Portugal to the 
409 community 
21 0 COM/1988/104/3 Draft protocol to the agreement between the 8.3.1981 
member states of the ECSC and the Syrian 
Arab Republic consequent on the accession of 
410 Spain and PortuRal to the community 
21 0 COM/1988/16813 Draft protocol to the agreement between the 22.3.1988 
member states of the ECSC and the Kingdom 
of Morocco consequent on the accession of 
the Kingdom of Spain and the Portuguese 
411 Republic to the community 
21 0 COM/1998/456 Prop. for a Council dec. on a common 13.7.1998 
position of the community within the EC· 
Mexico joint Council on the rules of 
-
procedure of the joint Council and of the joint 
41 2 committee 
21 0 SEC/1988/114712 Prop. for a Council dec. : opening of 19.7.1918 
negociations with the Yemen Arab Republic 
with a view to the conclusion of a Protocol on 
financial and technical cooperation between 
413 EEC and this country 
• 
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for the negotiation of a trade agreement 
between the EEC and the customs union to be 
set up by the countries parties to the charter of 
the cooperation Council for the arab states of 
' the Gulf(United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, 
414 Saudi Arabia, Oman, Qatar and Kuwait) 
21 0 SEC/199S/1682 Communication from the Commission to the 23.10.1995 
Council - rec. for a Council dec. authorizing 
the Commission to negotiate an economic 
partnership and political consultation 
415 agreement with Mexico 
21 0 SEC/19981133512 Rec. for a Council dec. authorising the 22.7.1998 
Commission to negotiate an interregional 
agreement between the European community 
and its member states, of the one part, and the 
416 mercosur and its party states, on the other part I 
21 0 SEC/199811336 Communication from the Commission to the 22.7.1998 
Council - rec. for a Council dec. authorising 
-
the Commission to negotiate a pplitical and 
\ economic association between the European 
community and its member states, on the one 
part, and the Republic of Chile, on the other 
417 part. 
21 I 228.2; 238; 228.3al2 310; 300.2; COM/1980/61612 Prop. for a Council reg. cone!. a protocol to 23.10.1980 19.6.1981 JOC 
the co-operation agreement between the EEC 
and the arab Republic of egypt to take 
account of the accession of the Hellenic 
418 300.3al2 Republic to the community 17211981 
21 I 228.2; 238; 228.3al2 310; 300.2; COM/1980/616/3 Prop. for a Council reg. cone!. a protocol to 23.10.1980 19.6.1981 JOC 
the co-operation agreement between the EEC 
and the hashemite Kingdom of Jordan to take 
account ot the accession of the Hellenic 
419 300.3al2 Republic to the community 17211981 
21 I 228.2; 238; 228.3a12 310; 300.2; COM/1980/616/4 Prop. for a Council reg. cone!. a protocol to 23.10.1980 19.6.1981 JOC 
the co-operation agreement between the EEC 
-
and the Lebanese Republic to take account of 
the accession of the Hellenic Republic to the 
420 300.3al2 · community 17211981 
21 I 228.2; 238; 228.3al2 310; 300.2; COM/1981/48511 Prop. for Council reg.s cone!. protocols to the 10.9.1981 9.7.1982JOC 
co-operation agreements between the EEC 
and Morocco consequent on the accession of 
I 421 300.3al2 Greece to the community 23811982 
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21 I 228.2; 238; 228.3al2 310; 300.2; COM/1981/48512 Prop.s for Council reg.s concl. protocols to 10.9.1981 9.7.1982 JO C 
the co-operation agreements between the EEC 
and Syria consequent on the accession of 
422 300.3al2 Greece to the community 238/1982 
21 I 228.2; 238; 228.3&12 310; 300.2; COM/1982/665/1 Prop. for a Council reg. concl. a protocol to 19.10.1982 17.2 1984 JO C 
the cooperation agreement between the EEC 
' and the People's Democratic Republic of 
Ageria to take account of the accession of the 
423 300.3al2 Hellenic Republic to the community 71/1984 
21 I 228.2; 238; 228.3al2 310; 300.2; COM/1987/ 172/1 Rec. for a Council dec. cone. the conclusion 13.4.1987 16.9.1987 JOC 
of a protocol to the cooperation agreement 
between the EEC and the People's Democratic 
Republic of Algeria consequent on the 
accession of Spain and Portugal to the 
424 300.3al2 community 281/1987 
21 I 228.2; 238; 228.3a12 310; 300.2; COM/1987/99/3 Rec. for a Council dec. cone. the conclusion 4.3.1987 . 16.9.1987 JOC 
of a protocol to the cooperation agreement 
between the EEC and the Arab Republic of 
Egypt consequent on the accession to the 
community of the Kingdom of Spain and the 
! 
425 JOO.Jal2 Portuguese Republic 28111987 
21 I 228.2; 238; 228.3al2 310; 300.2; COM/1987/99/4 rec. for a Council dec. cone. the conclusion of 4.3.1987 16.9.1987 JO C 
a protocol to the cooperation agreement 
between the EEC and the hashemite Kingdom 
of Jordan consequent on the accession to the 
community of the Kingdom of Spain and the 
426 300.3al2 Portuguese Republic 281/1987 
21 I 228.2; 238; 228.3al2 310; 300.2; COM/1987/99/S rec. for a Council dec. cone. the conclusion of 4.3.1987 16.9.1987 JOC 
a protocol to the cooperation agreement 
between the EEC and the Lebanese Republic 
consequent on the accession to the community 
of the Kingdom of Spain and the Portuguese 
427 300.3al2 Republic 211/1987 
21 I 238 310; 300.2; COM/1987/99/6 rcc. for a Council dec. cone. the conclusion of 4.3.1987 20.1.1988JOC 
a protocol to the association agreement 
between the EEC and the Republic of Turkey 
consequent on the accession to the community 
of the Kingdom of Spain and the Portuguese 
428 300.3al2 
----------
_, 
Republic 
- ------- -- -- ------
49/1988 
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21 I 228.2; 228.3a12; 238 300.2; COM119881168n rec. for a Council dec. cone. the conclusion of 22.3.1988 15.6.1988 JO C 
a protocol to the cooperation agreement 
between the EEC and the Kingdom of 
Morocco consequent on the accession of the 
Kingdom of Spain and the Portuguese 
429 300.3a12· 310 Rei>.ublic to the community 187/1988 
21 I 228.2ph2; 228.3al2; 238; 310; 300.2ph2; COM/1995n40 1995/0363/AVC Prop. for a Council and Commission dec. on 20.12.1995 6.6.1996 JO C 
the conclusion of a euro-mediterranean 
300.3a12; 95 agreeme~t establishing an association between 
the European communities and their member 
states,ofthe one part,and the Kingdom of 
430 95 CECA CECA Morocco,of the other part 181 / 1996 
21 I 238; 228.3al2; 228.2ph2 310; 300.3al2; COMI1995n4SI2 1996/0010/AVC Prop. for Council dec. on the conclusion of 12.1.1996 
the protocol to the cooperation agreement 
between the EEC and the People's Democratic 
Republic of Algeria following the accession 
of the Republic of Austria, the Republic of 
Finland and the Kingdom of Sweden to the 
431 300.2ph2 E.U. 
21 I 238; 228.3al2; 228.2ph2 31 0; 300.3al2; COM/199Sn45/3 1996/00111 A VC Prop. for Council dec. on the conclusion of 12.1.1996 
the protocol to the cooperation agreement 
between the EEC and the hashemite Kingdom 
' 
of Jordan following the accession of the 
Republic of Austria, the Republic of Finland 
432 300.2ph2 and the Kingdom of Sweden to the E.U. 
21 I 238; 228.3a12; 228.2ph2 31 0; 300.3al2; COM/1995n45/4 1996/0012/AVC Prop. for Council dec. on the conclusion of 12.1.1996 
lhe protocol to the cooperation agreement 
between the EEC and the Lebanese Republic 
following the accession of the Republic of 
Austria, the Republic of Finland and the 
433 300.2ph2 Kingdom of Sweden to the E.U. 
21 I 238; 228.3al2; 228.2ph2 310; 300.3al2; COMII9?Sn45/S 1996/0013/AVC Prop. for Council dec. on the conclusion of 12.1.1996 
I the protocol to the cooperation agreement 
between the EEC and the Syrian Arab 
Republic following the accession of the 
Republic of Austria, the Republic of Finland 
434 300.2ph2 the Kingdom of Sweden to the E.U. 
21 I 238; 228.3al2; 228.2ph2 31 0; 300.3al2; COM11995n4516 1996/0014/AVC Prop. for Council dec. on the conclusion of 12.1.1996 
the protocol to the cooperation agreement 
between the EEC and the A~ab Republic of 
Egypt following the accession of the Republic 
of Austria, the Republic of Finland the 
435 300.2ph2- Kingdom of Sweden to the E.U. 
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21 I 54.2; 57; 66; 73C2; 75; 44.1;47;55; COM/1997/527 I 997/0289/ A VC Prop. for a Council dec. cone. the conclusion 21.10 1997 
57 .2; 71; 80.2; of the economic partnership, political co-
84.2; I 13; 130y~ 133; 181 ; 
ordination and co-operation agreement 
between the European community and its 
300.2ph2; member states, on the one part, and the United 
436 228.2ph2· 228.3a12 300.3aJ2· Mexican States, on the other part. 
21 I 238; 228.2ph2; 228.3a12; 310; 300.2ph2; COM/1997/554 1997/0291/AVC Prop. for a dec. on the signature and on the 29.10.1997 2.7.1998JOC 
300.3al2; 95 conclusion of a Euro-Mediterranean 
437 95CECA CECA Agreement with Jordan 226/1998 
21 I 113; 130y; 228.2ph I; 133; 181 ; COM/1997nB 1997/0060/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. cone. the conclusion 33.1997 
300.2phi ; of the cooperation agreement between the ' European community and the Kingdom of 
438 228.3all 300.3all Cambodia 
21 I 113; 130y; 228.2ph I ; 133; 181 ; COM/1998/357 1998/0 199/CNS · Prop. for a Council dec. cone. the conclusion 1.12.1991 
300.2ph1 ; of the cooperation agreement between the European community and the Islamic 
439 228.3all 300.3all Republic of Pakistan. 
21 I I IJ : IJOy : 228,2phrasel : 113 : Ill : COM/1999/ISS 199910086/ ACC Proposal for a COUNCIL DECISION concerning the 941999 
228,3all J00,2phl ; J00,3all conclusion of the Cooperation Asreement between the 
European Community and the People's Republik of Bangladesh . 
440 
21 I 228,2phrasel ; I IJ I Jl ; 300,2ph I COM/1999/ 166 Proposal for a COUNCIL DECISION on the position to be 14.4.1999 
taken by the Community within the Association Council 
regarding the irnpl....,.tation of Alticle 10 ofthe Euro-
Mediterranean Agreement eslabliohingon assoeiotion between 
the European Communities and their Member Stoles, of the one 
part, and the Republic ofTunisio. of the other part. 
441 
21 I 228.2ph2; 228.3al2; 300.2ph2; SEC/1995/ 1719 1995/0276/AVC Prop. for a dec. of the Council and the 13.11.1995 29 2.1996 JO C 
Commission on the conclusion of a euro • 
mediterranean agreement establishing an 
300.3al2; 31 0; association between the European 
communities and their member states, of the 
one part and the state oflsrael, of the other 
442 238· 9SCECA 95CECA I part 78/1996 
21 II 130s; 130w 175; 179 Coop -> Cod. + COM/1999/41 1999/0015/SYN Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) on measures to 3.2.1999 
promote the conservation and sustainable 
management of tropical forests and other 
443 CdR forests in developing countries 
22 0 COM/1988/487/ 1 Prop. for a Council reg.(EEC) amending the 26.7.1988 20.1.1919 JOC 
list of lldc contained in annex 2 to Council 
444 • reg.(EEC)no 429/87 47/1919 
22 0 CQM/1998/619 Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) imposing a 29. 10. 1998 
definitive anti-dumping duty on imports of 
gas-fuelled, non-refillable pocket flint lighters 
445 
-----
originating in jaJlan 
·-- ------ ··---
- --
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22 0 SEC/199212342 rec. for a Council dec. authorizing 'the 9.12.1992 
Commission to negotiate a euro-maghreb 
446 association agreement with Morocco 
22 0 SEC/1998/1519 rec. for a Council dec. on negotiation of 16.9.1998 
' 
agreements in the areas of technical barriers to 
trade in industrial goods, services, public 
procurement and intellectual property between 
the European community and its member 
states and the united states of america in the 
context of the transatlantic economic 
447 i partnership 
22 I 43 37 COM/1988/43111 Prop. for a Council reg. (EEC) establishing a 19.7.1988 
financing facility for imports of food products 
by developing countries from the European 
448 community 
22 I 113 133 COM/1988/431n Prop. for a Council dir. establishing the terms 19.7.1988 
and conditions of officially supported export 
449 . credits for agricultural products 
22 I 113 133 COM/1991/236 Prop. for a Council reg. (EEC) amending reg. 21.6.1991 
(eeg) no 2603/89 establishing common rules 
450 for exports 
22 I 57; 113; 228.2; 228.3al2 47; 133; 300.2; COM/1991/44212 1991/0367/AVC Prop. for a Council dec. on participation by 18. 11 .1991 18. 11 .199210C CES : 26.2.199210 C 
the community in the third revised oecd dec. 
451 300.3al2 cone. national treatment 337/1992 98/1992 
22 I 113 133 COM/1992/502 Prop. for a Council dec. on coordination and 1.12.1992 
informationprocedures in matters of officially 
supported export credits, credit insurance, 
452 credit guarantees and financial credits 
22 I 113 133 COM/19931210 Prop. for a Council dec. authorizing the 14.5.1993 
automatic renewal or maintenance inforce of 
provisipns governing matters covered by the 
common commercial policy contained in the . 
friendship, trade and navigation treaties and 
in trade agreements concluded between 
453 member states and third countries 
22 I 113; 228.2;228.3all 133; 300.2; COM/1993/355 Prop. for a Council dec. cone. the conclusion 22.7.1993 
of an agreement between the EEC and the 
. 
454 300.3all Russian Federation on space launch services 
22 I 73g; 228a 60;301 COM/1994191 Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) preventing the 25.3.1994 
supply of certain goods and services to Libya 
and restricting the use of funds or other 
financial resources owned or controlled by 
455 Libya 
Page 54 i 
300.3a12 
133 
22 113 133 
133 
22 I I 1130.1 s; 228.3all; 130r IJ74; 175.1; I 
22 I I 1113 1133 I 
' 
113 
113 ; 221,2phrasel 133 ;300,2phl 
221a 
1998/0223/ACC 
1998/0295/ACC 
ICOM/19981811 1199910002/CNS 
ICOM/1999/02 I 
., 
1999/0093/ACC 
I Prop. for a Council dec. cone. the community I 
within the association Council on the 
of Hungary in the multiannual 
programme for energy efficiency, 
I Pron. for a Council reg. (EC) providing for 
treatment for specified 
and supply or petroleum and certain petroleum products to 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 
I 
.1991 
4. 11 .1991 
12.1.1999 
12.2.1999 
22 113; 228.2; 228.3all 133; 300.2; 
22 113 
22 113; 228.2; 228.3a11 133; 300.2; 
22 I I 1113; 228.2; 228.3all 
22 II l130w 
170; 300.2; 
16) 
an agreement between the European 
!community and Israel on mutual recognition 
oecd principles of good laboratory practice 
and compliance monitoring programmes 
Prop. for a Council reg. (EEC) amending reg. 
(EEC) no 428/89 cone. the export of certain 
chemical 
Prop. for a Council dec. on the conclusion of 
the exchange ofletters between the EEC and 
the government of the Republic of Korea on 
issues of common interest 
Prop. for a Council dec. the 
member states to negotiate and conclude a 
convention cone. matters which fall within 
of the 
action to be taken by the member states with 
respect to the future participation by the 
European community as an observer to the 
!plenipotentiary conferences of the 
union 
Page.5§ 
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20.7.1993 
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24 0 SEC/1996/2392 rec. for a Council dec. authorizing the 10.1.1997 
Commission to open negotiations with a view 
to concl. an agreement on maritime transport 
between the community and its member states 
477 and the Republic oflndia 
24 0 SEC/19971278 rec. for a Council dec. on the participation of 17.2.1997 
the European community in the negotiations 
in the context of the memorandum of 
understandil)g on the development 'Of 
arrangements to facilitate the free circulation 
of global mobile personal communications by 
478 satellite user terminals (gmpcs) 
24 I 57.2; 66; IOOa 47 .2; 55 ; 95 COM/1998/297 1998/0191/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. on a common IJ.S.I998 13.1.1999 CdR : 13.1.1999CES 
479 framework for electronic signatures "212.1998 
25 0 SEC/1997/20S3/2 rec. for a Council dec. authorizing the S. ll 1997 
Commission to open negotiations for an 
agreement with the USA on all aspects of the 
480 common aviation area 
25 0 SEC/1998/2030 draft dec. of the representatives of the 10.12.1991 
governments of the mmeber states of the 
European Coal and Steel Community, meeting 
within the Council, authorising the 
Commission to terminate the 
ECSC/Switzerland agreement of28 July 
1956 on the setting of through international 
railway tariffs for the carriage of coal and 
481 steel in transit through swiss territory 
25 0 SEC/1998123 rec. for a Council dec. authorising the IS.U998 
Commission to open negotiations for a 
european agreement cone. the international 
carriage of dangerous goods by inland 
482 waterway 
25 0 SEC/1998/380 rec. for a Council dec. relating to the 10.3.1998 
negotiations for a convention for the 
unification of certain rules for international 
carriage by air (modernisation of the Warsaw 
483 system) 
25 I 113 133 COM/1990/17/2 199011 004/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. on a conclusion and 24.1.1990 14.9.1990 JO C CES : 19.9.1990 JO C 
authorization procedure or agreements cone. 
260/1990 
commercial aviation relations between 
484 member states and third countries 22.4.1994 332/1990 
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25 I 75; 228.2phl; 228Jall 71; 300.2phl; COM/1996/634 1996/030 1/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. on the community of 13 .12.1996 
the agreement establishing conditions for the 
. 
\ carriage of goods and passengers by inland 
' waterway between the European community 
on the one hand, and the Czech Republic, the 
Republic of Poland and the Slovak Republic, 
485 300Jall on the other 
' 
25 I 129dl 156 COM/19971681 1997/0358/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dec. amending 10.12.1997 CdR : 17.9.1998 JO C 
dec. no 1692/96/EC as regards seaports, 373/1998 CES : 
inland ports and intermodal termin~ls as well 29.4.1998 10 C 
486 as projec( no 8 in annex Ill 214/1998 
25 II 84 80 Coop->Cod+ COM/1986/52312 00/506/SYN Prop. for a Council dec. on the common 25.9.1986 17.6.1988JOC CES : 28.1.198810 C 
position to be adopted by member states when ' 
signing and ratifying the United Nations 
convention on conditions for registration of 
487 CdR ships 187/1988 8011988 
25 II 75 71 Coop->Cod+ COM/1988n06 1988/0510/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. on speed limits for 5.1.1989 14.9.1990 JO C CES : 27.4.198910 C 
certain categories of motor vehicles in the 
488 CdR community 26011990 I 59/1989 
25 II 75 80 Coop->Cod+ COM/198Bn07 1988/0511/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. relating to the 30.11.1988 23.5.1989 JO C CES : 27.4.1 989 JO C 
maximun permitted blood alcohol 
489 CdR concentration for vehicles drivers 158/1989 I 59/1989 
25 II 84.2 80.2 Coop->Cod+ COM/1993/647 0491/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. cone. the setting-up of 17.12.1993 20.4.1994 JO C CES : 1.6.1994 JO C 
a european vessel reporting system in the 
490 . , CdR maritme zones of community member states 128/1994 295/1994 
25 II 75 71 Coop->Cod+ COM/199512 1995/0012/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. - on the use of 13 .2.1995 13.7.1995 JO C CES: 31.5.1995 JO C 
vehicles hired without drivers for the carriage 
. 
491 CdR of goods by road 249/1995 236/1995 . 
25 II 75 71 Coop->Cod+ COM/1995/33712 1995/0205/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. amending directive 19.7.1995 25.10.1996 JO C CES : 28.2.1996 JO C 
. 
'· 911440/EEC on the development of the 
·~ 
492 CdR community's railways 347/1996 153/1996 
25 II 84.2 80.2 Coop->Cod+ COM/1996/186 1996/0119/SYN Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) am~nding 3.5.1996 18.9.1996 JO C CES : 25.9.1996 JO C 
Council reg. (EEC) no 3922/91, on the 
harmonisation of technical requirements and 
. 
.. 
' 
administrative procedures in the field of civil • ~ 
493 CdR aviation 320/1996 30/1997 ~ 
25 II 75 71 Coop->Cod+ COM/1996/331 1996/0182/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. on the charging of 10.7.1996 17.7.1997 JO C CES : 23.4.1997 JO C 18.1.1999 -
heavy goods vehicles for the use of certain 20611997 CdR : 16.1.1997 JOC 
494 CdR infrastructures 286/1997 116/1997 
25 II 75;84; 129d3 71; 80; 155 Coop->Cod+ COM/1996/654 1996/0306/SYN Prop. for a Council dec. on the promotion of 13 .12.1996 CdR : 12.6.1997 JO C 
244/1997 CES : 
26.2.1997 JO C 
495 CdR sustainable and safe mobility 133/1997 
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consultation on procedure on relations 
between member states and third countries in 
shipping matters and on action relating to 
such matters in international organizations 
and an authorization procedure for 
496 CdR agreements cone. maritme transport JJS/1997 
25 II 84.2 80.2 Coop->Cod+ COM/1997/IS4 1997/0127/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. on airport charges 23.4,1997 J I.J . 1998 JO C CdR : 20.11 .1997 J0 
C 64/1998 CES : 
10.11.1997 JOC 
497 CdR 13111998 7311998 
25 II 75.1c 71.1 Coop-> Cod+ COM/1997/367 1997/0193/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. on the approximation 16.7.1997 18.12.1998 CES : 2S.3.1998 JOC 
ofthe laws of the member states with regard 
to the transport of dangerous goods by vessels 
498 CdR on inland waterways IS711998 
25 II 84.2 80.2 Coop-> Cod + COM/1997/382 1997/0212/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. on safety requirements 11.7.1997 19.1.199110 C CES : 19.4.1998 JO C 
and attestation of professional competence for 
499 CdR cabin crews in civil aviation 80.'1998 214/1998 I 
25 II 84.2 80.2 Coop->Cod + COM/1997/629 1997/0349/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. on the limitation of 3.11.1997 1.4.1998JOC CES : 2941998JOC 
' 
the emission of oxides of nitrogen from civil 
500 CdR subsonic jet aeroplanes 13111998 214/1991 
25 II 75.1 71.1 Coop->Cod+ COM/1997/644 1997/0335/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. amending directive 1.12.1997 20.10.1998 JO C CES : 2S.J . I998 JO C 
82/714/EEC of 4 october 1982 laying down i 
I 
technical requirements for inland waterway 
I 501 CdR vessels 341/1998 IS111998 
25 II 75.1a; 75.lc; 75.1d 71.1 Coop->Cod. + COM/199&/IIS 199810096/SYN Prop. for a Council dir. on a transparent 11 .3.1998 CES : 9.9.1998 JO C 
I 
system of harmonized rules for driving I 
restrictions on heavy goods vehicles involved 
502 CdR in international transport on designated roads 40711991 
25 II 75.1 71.1 Coop->Cod. + COM/199&/117 199810097/SYN Prop. for a G:ouncil dir. on the roadside 11.3.1998 CES : 9.9.1998 JO C 
inspection of the roadworthiness of 
commercial vehicles circulating in the 
503 CdR community 407/1998 
25 II 129d3 156 Coop->Cod+ COM/1998/172 1998/0101/SYN Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending reg. 17.3.1998 19.11.1998 JO c CdR : 13.1.1999 CES 20.12.1991 
(EC) nr 2236/95 laying down general rules for 
: 9.9.1998JOC 
the granting of community fmancial aid in the 
504 CdR field of trans-european networks 379/1998 40711998 
COM/1998125 112 
25 II 184.2 COM/19981251/3 
25 II 184.2 
25 II 175; 84.2 
25 II 175 
CdR 
80.2 Coop->Cod+ 
for the transport of dangerous goods 
rail or inland 
a Council rc;g. (EC) amending 
reg. (EEC) n. 3577/92 applying the 
!principle of freedom to provide services to mllritimP transport within the member states 
Prop. for a Council dir. on port reception 
facilities for ship-generated waste and cargo 
residues 
1998/0265/SYN I Prop. for a Council dir. amending directive 
91/440/EEC on the development of the 
1998/0266/SYN I Prop. for a Council dir. amending directive 
95/18/EC on the licensing of railway 
1998/0267/SYN I Prop. for a Council dir. relating to the 
allocation of railway infrastructure capacity 
and the levying of charges for the use of 
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' 25 II 75; 228.2ph I; 228.3all 71; 300.2phl; Coop->Cod+ COM/19981SS4 1998/0286/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. cone. the conclusion 7.10.1998 10 2 1999 
of an agreement in the form of an echange of I 
letters between the European community and 
the Republic of Slovenia cone. the system of 
ecopoints to be applied to Sloven ian transit 
515 300.3a11 CdR traffic through Austria as form 1 january 1997 
25 11 84.2 80.2 Coop->Cod+ COMI1998nS9 1998/0349/SYN Prop. for a Council reg. (EC) amending 21.12.1998 
Council reg. (EEC) n° 3922/9 I of 16 
December 1991 on the harmonisation of 
technical requirements and administrative 
516 CdR I procedures in the field of civil aviation 
25 II 75 71 Coop->Cod+ COM/1999/JS 1999/0022/SYN Prop. for a Council reg. laying down the 27.1.1999 
distribution of permits for heavy goods 
517 CdR vehicles travelling in Switzerland 
26 I 129 152 COM/1998/335/2 1998/0 192/CNS amended Prop. for a E.P. and Council dec. 20.5.1998 CES : 9.9.1998 JOC 
adopting a programme of community action 
(the Daphne programme) (2000-2004) on 
measures aimed to prevent violence against 
518 children, young persons and women 407/1998 
26 I 145 tirct 3 202 COM/19981380 1998/0219/CNS Prop. for a Council dec. laying ~own the 24.6 .1998 
procedures for the exercise of implementing 
519 powers conferred on the Commission 
26 III 235; 203 Euratom 280.4; 203 unanimity-> COM/1998nl7 1998/0329/CNS amended Prop. for a Council reg. cone. 1.12.1998 
Cod. + investigations conducted by the fraud 
520 Euratom unanimity prevention office 
26 IV K3.2TUE COM/1993/684/l Prop. for a dec., based on article K3 of the 10.12 1993 21.4.1994 JO C 
treaty on E.U. establishing the convention on 
the crossing of the external frontiers of the 
521 member states 12811994 
26 IV K3.2 TUE COM/1997/387 1997/0227 /CNS Prop. for a Council act establishing the 29.9.1997 13.7.1998 JOC 
convention on rules for the admission of third-
522 country nationals to the member states 29211998 
26 IV K.3 .2 COM/1997/60912 1997/0339/CNS Prop. for a Council act establishing the 26.11.1997 
convention on jurisdiction and the recognition 
. 
and enforcement of judgments in civil and 
commercial matters in the member states of 
523 theE.U .. 
26 IV K3.2b COM/1997/93 1997 /0081/CNS Prop. to the Council for a joint action based s 3 1997 23.10.1997JOC 
on art. K. 3(2)(b) of the treaty on E.U. cone. 
524 temporary protection of displaced persons 339/1997 
-
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26 IV K3 .2b COM/1998/372 1998/0222/CNS Prop. for a joint action cone. solidarity in the 24.6.1998 
. 
admission and residence of beneficiaries of 
525 the temporary protection of displaced persons 
26 IV K3.2b COM/1998/395/2 1998/0911/CNS joint action adopted by the Council on the 1.7.1998 
basis of article K. 3 of the treaty on E.U. on 
fraud and counterfeiting of non-cash means of 
526 I payment 
27 I IOOa 95 COM/1993/638 0480/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. relating to 21.12.1993 9.2. 1994 JO C CES : 23 .2.1994 JO C 
classification, packaging and labelling of 61/1994 15.2.1995 JO c 
527 dangerous substances - consolidated text 56/1995 133/1994 
27 I 43 37 COM/1995/598/ 1 1995/0298/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. introducing 6.12.1995 24.5.1996 JO c CES : 28.2.1996 JO C 
16611996 
community measures for the control of 
16.6.1998 JO C 
528 classical swine fever (consolidated version) 210/1998 153/1996 
27 I 43 37 COM/ 1995/598/2 1995/0299/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. on the undesirable 6.12.1995 CES : 28.2. 1996 JO C 
substances and products in animal nutrition ,1 
529 !(consolidated version) 153/1996 I 
I 
27 I 43 37 COM/1995/622/ 1· 1995/0302/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. on the marketing of 11 .12.1995 25.10. 1996JOC CES : 28.2.1996 JO C I 
530 
' 
seeds potatoes (codified version) 347/1996 153/1996 
27, I 43 37 COM/1995/622/2 1995/0303/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. on the marketing of 11.12.1995 25.10.1996 JO C CES : 28.2.1996 JO C 
531 . beet seed (consolidated version) 347/1996 153/1996 -
27 I 43 37 COM/ 1995/622/3 1995/0304/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. on the marketing of 11.12.1995 25.10.1996JOC CES : 28.2. 1996 JO C 
I 
532 seed of oil and fibre plants (codified version) 347/1996 153/1996 
. ' 27 I 43 37 COM/ I 995/622/4 1995/0305/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. on the marketing of 11.12.1995 25.10.1996 JO C CES : 28.2. 1996 JO C 
533 / fodder plant seed ( co_nsolidated version) 347/1996 153/1996 
27 I 43 37 COM/1995/628/ 1 1995/0320/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. on the marketing of 1(12.1995 19.7.1996JOC CES : 28.2.1996 JO C 
534 vegetable seed (consolidated version) 261/1996 153/1996 
27 I 43 37 COM/1995/628/2 1995/0321/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. on the marketing of 11.12.1995 19.7.1996 JO C CES : 28.2. 1996 JO C 
535 cereal seed{consolidated version)_ 261/1996 15311996 
27 I 43 37 COM/1995/628/3 1995/0322/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. on the common 11.12.1995 20.9 .1996 JO C CES : 28.2. 1996 JO C 
catalogue of varieties of agricultural plant 
f 536 species (consolidated version)_ 320/1996 15311996 
27 I 43 37 COM/1997/651 1997/0338/CNS Prop. for a Council dir. on protective 5.12.1997 16.6.1998 JO C CES : 25.2.1998 JO C ' I 
measures against the introduction into the .. 
community of organisms harmful to plants or 
plants products and against their spread \ i 
537 within the community (consolidated version) 210/1998 129/1998 i 
27 I 209; 183 Euratom 279; 183 COM/1997/652 1997/0352/ ACC Prop. for a Council reg. (EC, Euratom) 5.12.1997 
\ implementing dec. 94/72-8/EC, Euratom om / 
the syste'm of the communities' own resources 
538 Euratom I( codified version) 
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organization of the markets in the sugar sector 
539 fcodified version) 
27 I IOOa 95 SEC/1989/21SI 0235/COD Dir. (79/112/EC) of the E.P. and the Council 18.12.1989 11 .7.1990JOC CES : 19.9.1990 JO C ' 
on the approximation of the laws of the 
member states relating to the labelling 
presentation and advertising of foodstuffs-
540 consolidated text 231/1990 332/1990 
27 I IOOa 95 SEC/1990/1985 1990/0399/COD Prop. for a E.P. and Council dir. : 29.10.1990 2S.I.I 991 CES : 21 2 1991 JO C 
approximation of the laws of the member 
541 states ·relating to cosmetic products 102/1991 
27 I IOOa 95 SEC/199111608 1991/0402/COD Prop. for a E.P. and a Council dir. on the 9.9.1991 12. 21992 JO C CES ·2& 11 .1991 JO 
approximation of laws, reg.s and 
administrative provisions of the member 
states relating to restrictions on the marketing 
and use of certain dangerous substances and 
542 I preparations 6711992 c 4011992 i 
21 I IOOa 95 SEC/1991/1858 1991/0403/COD Prop. for a E.P. and a Council dir. relating to S.l2.1991 8.4.1992)0 c CES : 29 .• . 1992)0 C ' 
i 543 fertilizers 12S/1992 169/1992 
27 I IOOa 95 SEC/1991/466 1991/0400/COD Prop. for a E.P. and a Council dir. on the 20.6.1991 12.2.1992 JO C CES : 26.2. 1992 JO C 
approximation of the laws of the member 
states relating to wheeled agricultural or 
544 forestry tractors 6711992 98/1992 
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